
Abstract

To reduce latency and increase bandwidth to memory, modern microprocessors
are designed with deep memory hierarchies including several levels of caches. For
such microprocessors, the service time for fetching data from off-chip memory is
about two orders of magnitude longer than fetching data from the level-one cache.
Consequently, the performance of applications is largely determined by how well
they utilize the caches in the memory hierarchy, captured by their miss ratio curves.
However, efficiently obtaining an application’s miss ratio curve and interpreting
its performance implications is hard. This task becomes even more challenging
when analyzing application performance on multi-core processors where several
applications/threads share caches and memory bandwidths. To accomplish this, we
need powerful techniques that capture applications’ cache utilization and provide
intuitive performance metrics.

In this thesis we present three techniques for analyzing application performance,
StatStack, StatCC and Cache Pirating. Our main focus is on providing memory hi-
erarchy related performance metrics such as miss ratio, fetch ratio and bandwidth
demand, but also execution rate. These techniques are based on profiling informa-
tion, requiring both runtime data collection and post processing. For such tech-
niques to be broadly applicable the data collection has to have minimal impact on
the profiled application, allow profiling of unmodified binaries, and not depend on
custom hardware and/or operating system extensions. Furthermore, the informa-
tion provided has to be accurate and easy to interpret by programmers, the runtime
environment and compilers.

StatStack estimates an application’s miss ratio curve, StatCC estimates the miss
ratio of co-running application sharing the last-level cache and Cache Pirating
measures any desired performance metric available through hardware performance
counters as a function of cache size. We have experimentally shown that our meth-
ods are both efficient and accurate. The runtime information required by StatStack
and StatCC can be collected with an average runtime overhead of 40%. The Cache
Pirating method measures the desired performance metrics with an average run-
time overhead of 5%.
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1. Introduction

The long latency and limited bandwidth to off-chip memory have been identified as
two potential bottlenecks of present and future computer systems [2, 32]. To reduce
the impact of both memory latency and bandwidth issues, high performance com-
puter systems implement deep memory hierarchies with multiple levels of caches.
Consequently, application performance is largely determined by how well they uti-
lize the resource in the memory hierarchy. However, understanding the interaction
between applications and the memory hierarchy is hard. To deliver high perfor-
mance software, we therefore need powerful techniques that provide insights into
how applications’ performance is impacted by their interaction with the memory
hierarchy.

The goal of this thesis is to provide efficient and accurate profiling-driven meth-
ods for application performance analysis. Such methods have to efficiently capture
performance metrics that accurately describe the behavior of the analyzed appli-
cations. These metrics should provide insights enabling application developers to
easily pinpoint potential performance and scalability bottlenecks.

Application performance analysis is typically performed in the following cycle:
First, the application is compiled and profiled. Then, the profiling information is
analyzed and interpreted in order to find potential bottlenecks. Once found, an at-
tempt is made at eliminating the bottleneck, and the cycle repeats. This requires
the latency for obtaining and analyzing the profiling information to be short. How-
ever, most of the existing simulators and performance models target architectural
design space explorations. As such, they model the internals of the hardware at a
level of detail that makes their execution time impractical for application perfor-
mance analysis.

This thesis presents three methods specifically designed for application perfor-
mance analysis. Our main focus is the analysis of applications’ interaction with
the memory hierarchy and how it impacts the applications’ performance. The first
method, StatStack (Paper I) is a statistical cache model that accurately and effi-
ciently captures an application’s data locality in terms of its miss ratio . The second
method, StatCC (Paper II), is a statistical cache contention model that models the
effects of cache sharing in chip multiprocessors. The third method, Cache Pirat-
ing (Paper III), is a measurement technique that measures any performance metric
available through hardware performance counters, such as miss ratio and off-chip
bandwidth demand, as a function of the cache capacity received by the applica-
tions.
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Figure 1.1: Memory hierarchy of a Nehalem based processor. Caches are represented
by green boxes whose areas are proportional to their size. Their distances from the cores are
proportional to their read latencies. The heights of the interconnects (blue) are proportional
to their respective bandwidths. (The L1, L2 and L3 sizes are 64kB, 256kB and 8MB, with
read latencies of 4, 10 and 38 cycles and bandwidths of 46, 31 and 10GB/s respectively.)
The data is taken from [11].

Modern microprocessors are designed with deep memory hierarchies to reduce
latency and increase bandwidth to memory. Figure 1.1 shows a typical memory hi-
erarchy. When a core makes a request for data, the service time (latency) increases
the further down the hierarchy (to the right in the figure) the requested data re-
sides. For example, in Figure 1.1, the service time for retrieving data from off-chip
memory is about two orders of magnitude longer than fetching data from the level
one (L1) cache. For the SPEC CPU2006 benchmark applications, about 30% of
the executed instruction are loads [27]. The performance of these applications is
therefore largely determined by the memory request service time.

The longer latency incurred in the event of a cache miss (i.e., when the refer-
enced data is not resident it the cache) can force the responsible core to stall and
stop executing instructions. These stalls contribute to the execution time of the ap-
plication, reducing its performance. To achieve high performance, it is therefore
important to reduce the number of cache misses. Ideally, all the data referenced by
an application should be resident in the caches. This however is not always pos-
sible as the volume of data referenced by most applications typically exceeds the
capacity of the caches.

An important metric for determining how well an application leverages the
caches in the memory hierarchy, is the miss ratio. In this thesis, we define the miss
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ratio to be the ratio between the number of cache misses, and the total number of
executed memory accesses. A low miss ratio implies that most of the referenced
data is present in the cache, while a high miss ratio implies that most of the refer-
enced data is not present in the cache.
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Figure 1.2: Miss ratio curve. MRC of the LBM SPEC CPU2006 benchmark application.

Miss ratio curves (MRCs) show applications’ cache miss ratios as a function
of the cache space available to the applications, and can be used to determine
how much an application benefits/suffers from increasing/reducing its the cache
capacity. The MRC is an important tool for assessing applications’ data locality.
Figure 1.2 shows the MRC of the LBM benchmark from the SPEC CPU2006
benchmark suit. The MRC has two distinct kinks at 256kB and 8MB. This suggests
that LBM accesses two data sets, the smaller fits in a cache of 256kB and the larger
fits in a cache of 8MB. Furthermore, as the MRC is flat between 256kB and 4MB,
LBM does not benefit from having its available cache capacity increased from
256kB to 4MB of cache. Its miss ratio will stay at 6%. However, if its available
cache capacity is increased beyond 8MB its miss ratio decreases to 3%.

MRCs have been used in several contexts such as guiding program transforma-
tion [5], cache partitioning [21], off-chip bandwidth partitioning [15] and cache
contention modeling [8]. However, the main drawback of using MRC is the high
cost of capturing them. There are two cost involved in capturing MRCs. 1) Captur-
ing runtime information, such as address traces, and 2) post processing the runtime
information to generate the MRC, using for example cache simulation. In this the-
sis, we address both of these issues by presenting StatStack (Paper I). StatStack
is a statistical cache model that efficiently and accurately captures applications’
MRCs.
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Figure 1.3: Miss ratio curves. MRCs of the Libquantum (left y-axis) and Omnetpp (right
y-axis) SPEC CPU2006 benchmark applications.

1.2 Cache Contention
In modern chip multiprocessors (CMPs), cores typically share the last level cache.
(For example, see Figure 1.1.) The shared cache operates as if all the data it caches
belong to a single application/thread. This results in contention for cache capacity
among the applications/threads running on the cores. The amount of cache capac-
ity an application receives depends not only on its own memory access rate and
pattern, but also on the applications running on the same core. For example, if an
application is co-running with a set of cache-hungry applications, it will likely get
a small fraction of the shared cache, while if it is co-running with applications that
are not so cache-hungry it gets a larger portion of the cache capacity. Furthermore,
it is not necessarily the application that benefits most from more cache capacity
that gets most cache capacity allocated.

Figure 1.3 shows the MRC for both Libquantum and Omnetpp. As shown in
the figure, Libquantum’s MRC is flat, which implies that it does not benefit when
its cache capacity is increased (from 16kB to 16MB). Libquantum is a streaming
cache hungry application. No matter how much cache capacity it receives its miss
ratio stays the same. Omnetpp on the other hand benefits from an increased cache
capacity. However, when we co-ran these two applications on a CMP system with a
shared cache, Libquantum will receive a large portion of the cache capacity. How-
ever, we cannot determine how much cache capacity the co-running applications
receive simply by analyzing their MRCs. How much cache they receive does not
only depend on their miss ratios but also on their access frequencies, which is not
captured in the MRCs.

As mentioned above, Libquantum does not benefit from increased cache ca-
pacity butOmnetpp does, yet Libquantum will receive a large portion of the cache
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capacity. This type of situation can be avoided by a clever process scheduler. How-
ever, to make such decisions the scheduler has to have information about how the
co-running applications behave when they share a cache.

To understand and analyze application performance on CMPs with shared
caches, we need efficient methods to estimate how much cache capacity the
co-running applications receives. For such methods to be broadly applicable, they
must be based on information gathered with low overhead from the applications
when running independently. This thesis addresses this by presenting StatCC
(Paper II). StatCC is a statistical cache contention model. It estimates the miss
ratios of co-running applications based on runtime information that is efficiently
captured when the applications are running individually.

1.3 Performance and Bandwidth
While the MRC is an important tool for analyzing application data locality, it lacks
a fundamental notion of time, and can therefore not be directly used to assess
application performance. Two applications can have the same miss ratio but still
execute at difference rates. This can occur if the two applications have different
instruction mixes, where, for example, one of the applications executes twice as
many instructions per memory access as the other. Even if they execute the same
number of non-memory instructions per memory reference, these instructions can
have different latencies, resulting in the applications having different execution
rates. Furthermore, MRCs do not account for latency hiding techniques such as,
hardware prefetching, out-of-order execution and memory-level parallelism, and
does not account for bandwidth limitations.

The information provided by MRCs is therefore not always sufficient. An im-
portant example is when estimating an application’s off-chip bandwidth demand.
The miss ratio tells us how many cachelines the application requests from off-chip
memory (ignoring hardware prefetching), but not at what rate. Ideally, we want
to estimate/measure the application’s execution rate (CPI) as a function of cache
capacity, accounting for all effects of the memory hierarchy, including hardware
prefetching, memory-level parallelism and bandwidth limitations.

This thesis addresses these issues by presenting Cache Pirating (Paper III).
Cache Pirating is a method to measure any performance metric available through
hardware performance counters as a function of how much cache capacity the
application receives. For example, it allows us to measure performance (CPI) and
bandwidth demand (GB/s).
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2. Contributions

This thesis makes the following contributions:

STATSTACK A novel statistical cache model that models caches with LRU re-
placement. The input to StatStack is a sparse and cheaply collected fin-
gerprint of the target application’s memory access stream, and the output
is a miss ratio curve. Leveraging previous work [13], the fingerprints are
collected with an average runtime overhead of 40%. Once a fingerprint is
captured, StatStack produces accurate MRCs in a few seconds. To the best
of our knowledge, StatStack is the fastest method to capture applications’
MRCs for LRU caches.

STATCC A low-overhead statistical cache contention model. StatCC builds on
the StatStack technology, and answers the following question: Given the
memory access fingerprints of a set of applications, what are their miss ratios
when co-running on chip multiprocessor with a shared last-level cache? For
our benchmark applications, StatCC can predict the shared level cache miss
ratios of the target applications with an average error of less than 2%.

CACHE PIRATING A method to accurately measure any performance metric
available through hardware performance counters as a function of how
much shared cache space that is available to the target application. The
measurements are taken while the target application is executing on real
hardware, and does therefore include all idiosyncrasies of the hardware,
such as out-of-order execution, memory level parallelism and hardware
prefetching. The focus of this work is on performance metrics related to
the memory hierarchy, such as miss ratio (MPKI) and bandwidth demand
(GB/s). With the Cache Pirating method we can accurately measure all
these performance metrics with an average execution time overhead of 5%.
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3. Background and Related Work

In this section we review background material and discuss related work. First,
we review trace driven cache simulation (Section 3.1) and stack distance analysis
(Section 3.2). An important application of these techniques is to generate MRCs,
which relates to StatStack (Paper I). Second, we define the reuse distance (Sec-
tion 3.3), which is the input to StatStack (Paper I) and StatCC (Paper II), and
review a low-overhead method developed by Berg et al. [13] for capturing reuse
distance from running applications. Then, StatCache [12, 13] is reviewed (Sec-
tion 3.4), which influenced our work on StatStack. This is followed by a short
discussion about two cache contention models (Section 3.5). Finally, we discuss
some of the available simulation techniques for simulating the performance and
bandwidth demand of applications for varying cache sizes (Section 3.6).

3.1 Cache Simulation
The straightforward method to generate MRCs is to use trace driven cache simula-
tion. This requires an address trace to be collected. An address trace contains a list
of the memory addresses reference by an application. A common method to collect
address traces is to use binary instrumentation. The applications are instrumented
with additional instructions to record the address referenced by the application’s
memory instructions in a file on disk. There are several tools available for bi-
nary instrumentation, both static (ATOM [1] and EEL [18]) and dynamic (Pin [7]
and Valgrind [22]). The execution time overhead of collecting address traces can
be up to 100× depending on the instrumentation tool and the traced application.
Furthermore, the resulting address trace files tend to be huge, even after applying
compression. Marathe et al. [17] implement a structural compression algorithm for
regular address traces. For traces exhibiting sufficient access regularity, their com-
pression scheme dramatically surpasses both VPC3 [20] and Bzip2 [19]. Another
option is to pipe the address trace directly to the cache simulator (e.g. through a
POSIX pipe), avoiding the need to store the trace. This however is not always de-
sirable, for example, when address trace is to be distributed and/or used at a later
time.

To generate MRCs, the address traces are feed to a cache simulator. Cache sim-
ulators range from very simple, only simulating a single cache level with minimal
features, to very complex, simulating the full memory hierarchy including multiple
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Figure 3.1: Sampled execution. The rectangular boxes on the horizontal time line repre-
sents the subsets where address traces are collected. The execution subsets are randomly
scattered across the application’s execution. The application executes at native speed be-
tween the traced subsets.

Phase CPhase B Phase BPhase A Phase A

Start
Execution

End
Execution

Figure 3.2: Simpoint example. The figure shows the execution of an application with
three program phases, A, B and C. The rectangular boxes represent the execution subsets
that are traced. As the figure shows, traces are only collected once for each phase.

levels of caches. There is a clear trade-off between accuracy and simulation time.
The simple simulators are fast but do not always simulate real hardware caches
to the desired level of detail. While complex simulators can be designed to have
arbitrary accuracy, they suffer from long simulation times.

Laha et al. [29] proposed using statistical sampling techniques to collect address
traces for only a few small subsets of the application’s execution. (See Figure 3.1.)
In principle, this allows the application to execute at native speed during the parts
of execution when address traces are not collected. Their sampling technique re-
duces the execution time overhead of collecting address traces by two orders of
magnitude. Furthermore, the address trace size is reduced by the same factor.

Wunderlich et al. [25] extend Laha’s sampling technique to detailed architec-
tural simulations. In the context of this thesis, their most important contribution
is a rigorous statistical analysis that allows them to bound the statistical error in-
troduced by sampling. Perelman et al. [14] proposed SimPoint, that uses program
phase information to simulate only the representation portions of the application’s
execution. Instead of randomly selecting execution subsets to simulate, they select
subsets from the most representative program phases. (See Figure 3.2.) The size of
the simulated execution subsets are chosen to be proportional to the phase sizes.
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Figure 3.3: Evolution of the LRU stack of a 4-way associative LRU cache. Memory
references are represented as circles on the horizontal time line, and are labeled with the
accessed cachelines. The content of the LRU stack is shown below the time line, with the
most recently used (MRU) cacheline at the top and the least recently used (LRU) cacheline
at the bottom.

Tam et al. [10] presented a hardware performance counter based approach to
collect address traces efficiently. Their focus is on online generation of miss ratio
curves for the last level cache (L2). Using hardware performance counters, they
trace only the references that miss in the L1 cache. To further reduce the runtime
overhead they use sampling. The result is a very efficient technique for collecting
L2 address traces.

Several methods have been proposed to reduce the simulation time. Most of
these are based on the stack distance concept.

3.2 Stack Distance
For LRU caches we can conceptually think of each cache set as being organized
as a finite sized stack, with the most recently used (MRU) cacheline at the top,
and the least recently used (LRU) cacheline at the bottom. On a cache miss, the
LRU cache-line is evicted to make room for the newly fetched cache-line which is
pushed on the top of the stack. On a cache hit, the accessed cache-line is moved
to the top. Figure 3.3 shows from left-to-right how the stack of one set in a 4-
way associative cache evolves over time with the access pattern shown at the top.
The stack maintains an age ordering of its cachelines, with the more recently used
cache-lines at the top of the stack.

The stack distances[26] is the number of unique cachelines accessed between
two successive memory accesses to the same cacheline. (See Figure 3.4.) The stack
distance can be directly used to determine if the access results in a cache hit or a
cache miss for a fully-associative LRU cache: if the stack distance is less than the
cache size, the access will be a hit, otherwise it will miss. Therefore, the stack
distance distribution enables the application’s miss ratio to be computed for any
given cache size by simply computing the fraction of memory accesses with stack
distances greater than the desired cache size.
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A B C B D C B A

Figure 3.4: Stack distance and reuse distance. Memory references are represented as
circles on the horizontal time line, and are labeled with the accessed cachelines. The arc
represents the reuse of cacheline A. The second memory reference to cache line A has a
stack distance of three as there are three unique cachelines (A,B,C) accessed between the
two references to A. The reuse distance of the second memory reference to A is six since
there are six dynamic memory references executed between the two reference to A.

The stack distances of an application’s memory references are typically pre-
sented in the form of a histogram, called a stack distance distribution. An ap-
plication’s MRC can be computed from its stack distance distribution, simply by
“integrating” the stack distance distribution. The hit ratio for a cache of size C
is the “integral” from zero to C over the stack distance distribution, and the miss
ratio is one minus the hit ratio. In fact, MRCs and stack distance distributions are
equivalent in the sense that one can be computed from the other. To get the stack
distance distribution we take the “derivative” of the MRC.

Since its introduction in the 70s, the stack distance concept has earned plenty
of attention from researchers in the quest to find fast methods to obtain stack dis-
tances. To improve the performance of Mattson’s stack based algorithm Bennett
and Kruskal [3] replaced the stack with a m-ary tree. The m-ary tree allows for
faster operations than the linked-list stack used by Mattson. To further improve
performance, other types of trees have been proposed, for example AVL trees [16]
and splay trees [24]. Kim et al. [36] propose an approximate algorithm, in which
the stack is sliced up into disjoint ranges. This allows them to use a hash table to
search the stack. Other approximate algorithms have also been proposed by Ding
and Zong [6] and Shen et al. [35].

3.3 Reuse Distance
The reuse distance of a memory reference a, to cacheline A, is equal to the number
of memory reference executed between a and the previous memory reference to
cacheline A. For example, the reuse distance of the second memory reference to
cacheline A in Figure 3.4 is 6 since there are 6 memory reference executed between
the two reference to A. Note that the reuse distance and the stack distance are
generally not the same. The reuse distance is always greater than or equal to the
stack distance.
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In the context of LRU caches, the reuse distance is a less powerful measure than
the stack distance as it cannot be directly used to determine if a memory access is
a hit or a miss. However, the two features that makes the reuse distance interesting
are: (1) It is more general than the stack distances. It can be used to (indirectly)
model caches with both random (see Section 3.4) and LRU replacement (see Sec-
tion 4.1). (2) It is much more efficient to measure than the stack distance. Rather
than keeping track of the number of accessed cachelines, we only need to keep
track of the number of executed memory references. This allows for efficient use
of functionality provided by contemporary hardware and operating systems, such
as hardware performance counters and watchpoints.

Berg and Hagersten [13] implemented a reuse distance sampler, that measures
the reuse distances of randomly selected memory accesses. It has a very small
impact on the sampled applications runtime. They report an average slowdown
of only 40 percent when hardware and operating system support are used. The
reuse distance sampler works as follows. Hardware counter overflow traps are used
to halt the execution when a memory reference that has been randomly selected
for sampling executes. A watchpoint is then set for the cacheline it accesses. The
number of memory accesses performed to date is recorded by reading a hardware
counter, after which the execution is continued. The next time the same cache-
line is accessed, a watchpoint trap is generated, which again halts the execution.
The reuse distance is calculated as the difference between the number of memory
accesses executed to date and the previously recorded number.

3.4 StatCache
StatCache [12, 13] is a statistical cache model that estimates the miss ratio for
fully associative caches with random replacement policy. The input to StatCache
is a sparse reuse distance sample. StatCache accurately estimates miss ratios using
reuse distance samples collected with a sample rate of only 10−6 [13], i.e. the
sample contains the reuse distance of every one millionth memory access. Such
sparse reuse distances can be collected with a runtime overhead of only 40% [13].
The time it takes to run the StatCache cache analysis, i.e. the off-line simulation
cost, is less than a second. StatCache avoids the problems of trace driven cache
simulation: The high cost of collecting runtime information and the high cost of
off-line simulation.

StatCache works as follows. For a cache with a random replacement policy the
likelihood that a cacheline is evicted is exponentially decreasing with the number
of replacements that has taken place since the cacheline was last accessed. The
cacheline to be evicted is selected randomly. In the event of an eviction, the like-
lihood that a given cacheline is evicted is therefore 1/L, where L is the number
of cachelines in the cache. Suppose that we know the average miss ratio of the
application, M , then we can estimate the number of evictions since the cacheline
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was last accessed. If the last access to the cacheline had a reuse distance of R, we
know that R memory references have been executed since the cacheline was last
accessed, and the number of replacements is therefore R ×M on average. (Here
we assume that every cache miss results in a cacheline being evicted.) The likeli-
hood that the cacheline has been evicted is therefore, 1− (1− 1/L)R×M . Suppose
the reuse distance sample contains N reuse distances, each of length D(i), then
we can write the following equation,

N∑
i=1

(
1−

(
1− 1

L

)D(i)×M
)

= N ×M. (3.1)

This equation can be readily solved for the miss ratio, M using numerical meth-
ods. Solving the above equation for different cache sizes, L, we get the applica-
tion’s MRC.

3.5 Cache Contention
In this section we discuss the challenges of modeling contention for shared caches
and briefly review two previously proposed cache contention models. The problem
of analyzing cache contention has been recognized and addressed in the past [8,
34]. However, one of the major challenges, modeling the coupling between the ap-
plications’ execution rate and their miss ratios, has not been addressed in previous
work. For example, an increased capacity pressure from one application can result
in the eviction of cachelines allocated to a second application, thereby reducing its
cache allocation and possibly increasing its miss ratio and CPI. This can cause the
second application’s capacity pressure to increase, which, in turn, can reduce the
cache allocation of the first application.

Chandra et al. [8] and Chen et al. [34] propose two cache contention models
that estimate the shard-level cache miss ratio of co-running applications. However,
Chandra et al. [8] rely on the user to guess the execution rate of the co-running
applications. They assume that the co-running application always execute at this
rate, which implies that the application’s execution rates are independent of their
shared cache miss ratios. Hence, they do not consider the coupling between the
applications’ execution rate and miss ratio. Chen et al. [34] starts with an initial
guess and run their model once to compute the shared cache miss ratios. Then
they re-compute the execution rates using a very simple performance model (see
Section 3.6) and the new miss ratio. To arrive at the final result, they run the model
once more using the refined execution rate. However, they do not consider further
refinements.
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3.6 Performance Simulation
A limitation of trace driven cache simulation and stack distance analysis is that
they cannot be directly used to estimate execution-rate-dependent metrics, such as
execution rate (CPI), miss rate (MPC) or bandwidth consumptions (BW/s). The
reason is that address traces do not contain any timing information. Instead, to
obtain execution rate depended metrics as a function of cache size, we need to
use timing accurate architectural simulations [30, 4, 23] or performance mod-
els [31, 28, 9]. In the case of simulations, the simulation has to be run several
times, once for each cache size. This however can be very costly, as the simulation
time can be several orders of magnitude longer than the native execution time of
the applications.

To reduce the overheads of simulation, several performance models of varying
complexity and accuracy have been proposed. A simple model is shown in Eq. 3.2,
where CPI∞ is the CPI when the application is running on a fictional system with
an infinite cache and LATANCYDRAM is the average latency to DRAM. The
performance model in Eq. 3.2 only models the effects of the last level cache, but
it can easily be extended to model all levels. The input to the model is the target
application’s miss ratio. Given the target application’s MRC, we can estimate the
its performance as a function of cache size by evaluating the model with the miss
ratios at the desired cache sizes.

cpi = CPI∞ + LATENCYDRAM ×miss_ratio (3.2)

While the above model is simple and very efficient to evaluate, its accuracy
is limited for all but very simple in-order architectures. For example, it does not
explicitly model latency hiding techniques, such as out-of-order execution, mem-
ory level parallelism or hardware prefetching. To address these accuracy issues,
Karkhanis and Smith [31] introduced the interval simulation methodology (later
extended by Eyerman et al. [28]). Interval simulation accurately models super
scalar processors explicitly including several latency hiding techniques. It has been
further extended, for example, to model multi-cores [9] and hardware prefetch-
ing [33]. While these models are much faster than architectural simulation (one
order of magnitude [9]), they are still too slow to be practical for application
performance analysis. To accurately model existing hardware, interval simulation
requires several hardware parameters as input. Finding these parameters can be
challenging as they are not always disclosed by the manufacturer and are hard to
accurately measure. Sometimes, the only way to find these parameters is to run
expensive simulations.

Doing application performance analysis with simulators/performance models
requires the simulators/performance models to model the target hardware with a
sufficient accuracy and detail, but at the same time be efficient enough to allow for
the use of large realistic input sets. Furthermore, all their parameters have to be
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known with sufficient accuracy. This limits the usefulness of both simulation and
interval analysis for application performance analysis.
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4. Summary of Papers

4.1 StatStack
StatStack (Paper I) is a statistical cache model that efficiently and accurately esti-
mates MRCs for fully associative LRU caches. The input to StatStack is the same
type of profiling data used by StatCache – a sparse sample of an application’s reuse
distances (see Section 3.4). This allows StatStack to use the same efficient reuse
distance sampling technique as StatCache (see Section 3.3), and thereby inherits
StatCache’s low runtime overhead (40% [13]). The analysis of the profiling data
is very fast. Given the input profiling data, StatStack generates MRCs in less than
a second. This makes StatStack an efficient and accurate method for capturing
MRCs. To the best of our knowledge, StatStack is the fastest available method to
capture MRCs for LRU caches.

At a high level, StatStack works as follows. First, it profiles the target appli-
cation and collects a spare reuse distance sample. Second, it estimates the target
application’s reuse distance distribution from the reuse distance sample. Then, it
uses the reuse distance distribution to estimate the application’s stack distances
distribution. Finally, it estimates the application’s MRC based on the estimated
stack distance distribution.

.. .. .... ..BDCACDCBBA

In Boundary Out Boundary

Figure 4.1: Reuse distances in a memory access stream. The arcs connect successive
accesses to the same cache-line, and represents reuse of data. The stack distance of the
second access to A is equal to the number of arcs that cross the “Out Boundary”.

To understand how StatStack works, consider the address trace shown in Fig-
ure 4.1. Here the arcs connect subsequent accesses to the same cacheline, and
represent the reuse of data. In this example, the second memory access to cache-
line A has a reuse distance of five, since there are five memory accesses executed
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Figure 4.2: Expected stack distance estimation. Consider the arc originating at the mem-
ory access to cache-line C. The probability that the arc reaches beyond “Out Boundary”
is equal to the fraction of reuse distances in the reuse distance distribution that are greater
than d.

between the two accesses to A, and a stack distances of three, since there are three
unique cache-lines accessed between the two accesses to A.

In Figure 4.1 we see that, for each unique cacheline that is accessed between
the two accesses to A, there is a series of connected arcs that cross both the “In
Boundary” and the “Out Boundary”. Now, since the stack distance of the second
access to A is equal to the number of unique cacheline accessed between the two
accesses to A, it is equal to the number arcs that reach beyond the “Out Boundary”.

The length of the arcs in Figure 4.1 are determined by the their respective reuse
distances. If we know the reuse distance of all memory accesses executed between
the two accesses to A, we can determine the stack distance of the second access to
A by counting the number of arcs that reach beyond the “Out Boundary”. However,
the input to StatStack is a sparse distribution of reuse distances, and therefore
does not contain this information for every memory access. Instead, we use the
reuse distance distribution to compute the likelihood that the memory accesses
executed between the two accesses to A have reuse distances such that their arcs
reach beyond the “Out Boundary”.

Figure 4.2 shows how to compute the probability that the outbound arc of the
first memory access to cacheline C reaches beyond the “Out Boundary”. In the
figure, d denotes the memory access’s distance to the “Out Boundary”. If the reuse
distance of the memory access is greater than d, its arc reaches beyond the “Out
Boundary”. StatStack makes the approximation that the probability of this is equal
to the fraction of memory accesses in the application’s reuse distance distribution
that have reuse distances greater than d. Using the above method we can compute
the probabilities that the arcs originating at the memory accesses between the two
memory accesses to A, in Figure 4.2, reach beyond the “Out Boundary”. By adding
these probabilities we get the expected stack distance of the second memory access
to A.
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StatStack uses the above approach to compute the expected stack distances of
all memory accesses in the input reuse distance distribution, which produces an
expected stack distance distribution. From this distribution StatStack can then
estimate the miss ratio for any given cache size, C, as the fraction of expected
stack distances in the expected stack distance distribution that have stack distances
greater than C.

We have evaluated the accuracy of StatStack using the SPEC CPU2006 bench-
marks. The results show that Statstack accurately estimates MRCs based on reuse
distance samples containing the reuse distance of only one out of every 10, 000
memory references. Furthermore, the execution time of StatStack (not counting
the profiling) is less than a second.

4.2 StatCC
StatCC (Paper II) is a statistical cache contention model. It estimates the miss ratio
of a set of co-running applications that share the last level cache based on the
application’s individual reuse distance distributions. StatCC explicitly models the
coupling between the co-running applications’ miss ratios and execution rates. The
input to StatCC is the co-running applications’ reuse distance distributions. This
allows StatCC to use the same efficient reuse distances measurement technique
as StatCache (Section 3.3), and therefore inherits StatCache’s low overhead for
collecting runtime information. Furthermore, given the co-running applications’
reuse distance distributions, the analysis required to estimate their shard cache
miss ratios is performed in only a few seconds.

Figure 4.3 shows the architectural model used by StatCC for a dual core sys-
tem. The applications running on the cores generate individual memory reference
streams (Stream 1 and Stream 2). These two streams are interleaved at the shared
cache. The shared cache only sees the interleaved reference stream and operates
as if it was generated by a single core. Therefore, given that we know the reuse
distance distribution of the interleaved reference stream we can use StatStack to
estimate its stack distance distribution. StatCC’s is based on a transformation that
given the execution rates of the co-running applications and their individual reuse
distance distributions, estimates the reuse distance distribution of the interleaved
reference stream. While doing this, StatCC keeps track of what stream (Stream 1
or Stream 2) the reuse distances in the interleaved reuse distance distributions orig-
inate from. This allows StatCC to compute the individual shared cache miss ratios
of the co-running applications. However, the above transformation requires the ex-
ecution rates of the co-running applications to be known. StatCC therefore uses a
simple performance model (see Section 3.6) to estimate the execution rates of the
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Figure 4.3: Architectural model. Shown here for two cores. The two applications (App. 1
and App. 2) generate two memory reference stream (Stream 1 and Stream 2). These two
streams are interleaved at the shared cache.

co-running applications based on their shared cache miss ratios. The result is the
following equation system,{

cpi1 = CPI_MODEL (miss_ratio1 (cpi1, cpi2))
cpi2 = CPI_MODEL (miss_ratio2 (cpi1, cpi2)) .

(4.1)

This equation system can be readily solved for the CPIs of the co-scheduled
applications (cpi1 and cpi2) by a general purpose equation system solver.
Then, to get the shared cache miss ratios, we simply plug these CPIs into the
miss_ratio(cpi1, cpi2) functions. To compute how much cache capacity each of
the co-running applications receive, we can use (the inverse of) the applications’
individual MRCs to find out at what cache capacity they experience the estimated
miss ratios.

We have demonstrated the effectiveness of StatCC trough experimental evalu-
ation using 55 pairs of SPEC CPU2006 applications. However, the equation sys-
tem (Eq. (4.1)) that describes how co-scheduled applications contend for a shared
cache, can easily be extended to any number of threads. We have successfully
solved the equation system for several combinations of four co-scheduled syn-
thetic applications, which suggests that the equation system is solvable for more
than two co-scheduled (real) applications.

StatCC’s low-overhead data collection and fast model evaluation make it well
suited for many uses. For example, program cache optimization targeting a shared
level cache, long-term cache contention aware job scheduling and processor design
space exploration can all benefit significantly from fast data collection.
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4.3 Cache Pirating
Cache Pirating (Paper III) is a method that allows us to accurately measure any
performance metric available through hardware performance counters as a func-
tion of how much shared cache space is available to an application. In particular,
we can measure execution rate (CPI), miss ratio (MPKI) and bandwidth demand
(GB/s). We do this while the applications is running on real hardware, and there-
fore account for all effects of the memory hierarchy, such as non-standard replace-
ment policies, hardware prefetching and memory level parallelism, which can be
hard and expensive to accurately capture with simulation and performance mod-
els. Cache Pirating measure the desired performance metrics across a wide range
of cache sizes with only a single execution of the measured application, resulting
in an average execution time overhead of only 5%.

The basic idea of Cache Pirating is to control exactly how much shared cache
space is available to the application under measurement (the Target) by co-running
it with a cache-“stealing” application (the Pirate). The Pirate steals cache from the
Target by ensuring that its entire working set is always resident in the shared cache.
This effectively reduces the cache space available to the Target. Indeed, as long as
the Pirate keeps its entire working set in the cache, we know that the Target has
exactly the remainder of the cache space.

The Pirate must actively compete with the Target for cache space. For some
target applications, it is hard for the Pirate to steal large amounts of cache, lim-
iting the range of cache sizes that we can measure. How successful the Pirate is
at stealing cache depends on the Target and how much it fights back. However,
using performance counters we can readily determine if the Pirate is successful in
stealing the requested amount of cache. When the fetch ratio of the Pirate is below
a threshold (close to zero) virtually none of its data is fetched from main memory,
and its working set is resident in the cache. To ensure this, we monitor the fetch
ratio of the Pirate while measuring the performance of the Target. If the Pirate’s
fetch ratio is above the threshold, we know that the Pirate cannot maintain its entire
working set in the cache, and we discard the measurement.

We have evaluated the Cache Pirating technique and shown that it allows us to
accurately measure the Target application’s performance and bandwidth demand
as a function of its available shared cache space. By multi-threading the Pirate
and dynamically varying its working set size as the Target runs, we are able to
steal on average 6.1MB of a 8MB shared cache with an average runtime overhead
of 5%, without impacting the Target’s measured performance. All of this is done
without requiring special hardware or modifications to the Target application or
operating system. This demonstrates that the Cache Pirating technique is a viable
and accurate method for measuring any combination of hardware performance
counter statistics for the Target application as a function of its available shared
cache space.

Cache Pirating has enabled us collect performance data for real applications run-
ning on real hardware. The results show that as the available cache size is decreased
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most application’s bandwidth increases to compensate, resulting in relatively flat
performance curves. To better understand this bandwidth increase, we can exam-
ine the fetch and miss ratio curves to determine how much of it is due to hardware
prefetchers. The ability to collect and visualize this data allows us to analyze the
performance impact of resource sharing in the memory system.
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Abstract
Efficient execution on modern architectures requires good data locality, which can
be measured by the powerful stack distance abstraction. Based on this abstraction,
the miss rate for LRU caches of any size can be predicted. However, measuring
stack distance requires the number of unique memory objects to be counted be-
tween successive accesses to the same data object, which requires complex and
inefficient data collection.

This paper presents a new efficient way of estimating the stack distances of an
application. Instead of counting the number of unique memory objects touched be-
tween successive accesses to the same data, our scheme only requires the number
of memory accesses to be counted, a task efficiently handled by existing built-in
hardware counters. Furthermore, this information only needs to be captured for a
small fraction of the memory accesses. A new efficient off-line algorithm is pro-
posed to estimate the corresponding stack distance based on this sparse informa-
tion.

We evaluate the accuracy of the proposed estimation compared with full stack
distance measurements for 28 of the applications in the SPEC CPU2006 bench-
mark suite. The estimation shows excellent accuracy based on information about
only every 10,000th memory access.
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I.1 Introduction
The high latency and limited bandwidth of DRAM has been identified as two po-
tential bottlenecks of present and future computer systems [20]. However, both
memory latency and bandwidth issues can often be tolerated if an application’s
data locality is improved, leading to a better use of the caches in the memory
hierarchy. To accomplish this, we need powerful techniques to give insight into
application data locality. Furthermore, such techniques have to be efficient enough
to evaluate long-running applications operating on large input data sets.

Stack distance, introduced by Mattson [17], is the basis for several such tech-
niques. The stack distance is the number of unique memory objects accessed dur-
ing a reuse epoch, where a reuse epoch is the time between two successive mem-
ory accesses to the same memory object. For cache analysis, the memory objects
are usually cache lines. Based on the distribution of stack distances for all mem-
ory operations of an application, the miss ratio of a fully associative LRU cache
of any size can be calculated trivially and quickly [17]. Since its introduction,
stack distance has been widely used, for example, to model cache reuse [8], to
guide program transformation [27] and insertion of cache hints [5], to find locality
phases [22], and for modeling of cache contention between parallel processes [6].

While the stack distance abstraction is powerful, the requirement to count the
number of unique memory objects accessed during every reuse epoch requires
elaborate bookkeeping, which results in complex and slow algorithms. Further-
more, the traditional way of implementing a stack distance algorithms requires
full address traces collected from parts of or the full execution of the target appli-
cation. We have measured slowdowns of 100−1000×while collecting full address
traces, using the Pin [14] and Valgrind [18] dynamic instrumentation tools.

The goal of this research is to find an inexpensive way to model LRU caches,
based on sparse and easily captured information, such as that used by the Stat-
Cache [2][3]. Instead of keeping track of the number of unique memory objects
accessed during reuse epochs, StatCache simply records the number of memory
accesses executed during the reuse epochs, called a reuse distance. Reuse dis-
tances can be measured with low overhead by leveraging hardware counters and
watchpoint mechanisms provided by modern CPUs and operating systems. Fur-
thermore, StatCache only measures the reuse distance for a very sparse selection
of memory accesses, for example, only one out of every 10, 000 memory accesses.
Practical experiments using this method report an average runtime overhead of
40 percent [3], compared to 100− 1000× to capture full address traces. StatCache
then uses an off-line statistical model to estimate the miss ratio for an arbitrary size
cache with a random-replacement policy.

The sparsely collected reuse distance information from StatCache appear to be
a poor fit for building up the state needed to model LRU caches. However, it is
possible to use the sparse reuse distance information to infer much of the lost
state. Instead of explicitly trying to count the number of unique memory objects
accessed during each reuse epoch, we start off with an algorithm that calculates
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stack distances based on the reuse distances of all memory accesses. The stack
distances can then be estimated based on sparse reuse distance information by ap-
plying several approximations. The validity of these approximations is evaluated
through experiments, which show excellent accuracy for reuse distance informa-
tion for only one out of every 10,000 memory accesses.

The paper continues by reviewing StatCache and its efficient data collection.
Next, in Section I.3, we give a rigorous description of StatStack. In Section I.4
and I.5, we discuss possible sources of errors and describe a scheme for collecting
runtime data that minimizes these errors. Finally, in Section I.6, we evaluate the
accuracy of StatStack by comparing its results with the output from a traditional
cache simulator fed with full address traces for 28 applications. We show that a
sparse sample of reuse distances can be used to model a fully-associative LRU
cache accurately across a wide range of cache sizes.

I.2 StatCache in Review
StatCache is a tool for estimating an application’s cache miss ratio [2][3]. It uses
an online sampler that attaches to the target application and measures the reuse
distances of a set of randomly selected memory references. The reuse distance of
a memory reference A is equal to the number of memory references in the target
application’s address trace between A and the previous memory reference to the
same cache line. The sampler records the set of measured reuse distances in a
structure called a reuse distance sample or RDS, which is fed as input to an offline
statistical cache model. StatCache models a fully associative cache with a random
replacement policy, and can accurately estimate miss ratios using RDSs collected
with sample rates as low as 10−6 [3], i.e., only containing reuse information of
every one millionth memory access.

Unlike collection of address traces, the collection of reuse distances allows the
sampler to make efficient use of functionality supported by contemporary hard-
ware and operating systems, such as hardware performance counters and watch-
points. The StatCache sampler enables sampling of unmodified binaries and has
a relatively small impact on the sampled applications runtime. Berg et al. [3] re-
port an average slowdown of only 40 percent when hardware and operating system
support are used.

The StatCache sampler works as follows. Hardware counter overflow traps are
used to halt the execution when a memory reference that has been selected for sam-
pling executes. A one-time watchpoint is then set for the address it accesses. The
number of memory accesses performed to date is recorded by reading a hardware
counter, after which the execution is continued. The next time the same address
is accessed, a watchpoint trap is generated, which again halts the execution. The
reuse distance is calculated as the difference between the number of memory ac-
cesses executed to date and the previously recorded number.
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I.3 StatStack
StatStack, like StatCache, is a method for estimating an application’s cache miss
ratio. StatStack introduces a new statistical cache model that, unlike the statistical
cache model of StatCache, models a fully associative cache with an LRU replace-
ment policy. The StatStack cache model uses the same RDS input data as the cache
model of StatCache. This allows StatStack to use the same efficient sampling tech-
nique as StatCache, and thereby inherit StatCache’s low runtime overhead.

A natural approach to modeling of LRU caches is to use the stack distance
abstraction. However, the sparse input data used by StatStack does not contain
enough information to support traditional methods for computing stack distances.
StatStack is based on a new approach that uses the concept of an expected stack
distance, which is roughly the average number of unique cache lines accessed dur-
ing a reuse epoch.

Our approach can be summarized as follows: 1) Based on the reuse distance
information in an RDS, we estimate the target application’s reuse distance distri-
bution; 2) We use that distribution to determine the likelihood that a memory ac-
cess, to cache line l, is the last of the memory accesses executed in the current reuse
epoch to access l; 3) Based on these likelihoods, we estimate the average number of
unique cache lines accessed during each reuse epoch recorded in the RDS, which
gives us the expected stack distances of the sampled memory accesses; 4) We then
use these expected stack distances to estimate the target application’s miss ratio.

In the remainder of this section, we develop the StatStack cache model. We start
by introducing a fundamental relation between reuse and stack distance (Section
I.3.1). Based on this relation we derive an expression for expected stack distances
given the knowledge of all reuse distances in the target application’s address trace
(Section I.3.2). We then introduce a set of approximations that enable us to the
estimate expected stack distances based only on the sparse information in a RDS
(Section I.3.3). Finally, we put the pieces together and show how the miss ra-
tio of the target application is estimated based on expected stack distances (Sec-
tion I.3.5).

I.3.1 Stack Reuse Relation
In this section, we introduce a relation between reuse distance and stack distance.
This relation allows us to compute the stack distance of a memory access, x, given
that we know the reuse distance of all memory accesses executed between x and
the previous memory accesses to the same cache line. Before proceeding, we need
to make our terminology more precise.
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Figure 1: The figure shows a sequence of memory references in an address trace. Memory
references are marked by dots on the horizontal time line. The labels below the circles
show the name of the memory references and the cache line accessed in parenthesis. The
arcs connect successive memory references to the same cache line.

Definition I.3.1 Let xi and xj be two successive memory accesses the same cache
line, then
• the reuse distance of xj is the number of memory references executed between
xi and xj ,
• the forward reuse distance of xi is the number of memory references executed
between xi and xj ,
• the stack distance of xj is the number of distinct cache lines accessed by the
memory references executed between xi and xj .

The relation between reuse distance and stack distance is best explained by an
example.

Example 1: Figure 1 shows a sequence of an address trace, where memory ref-
erences are marked by dots on the horizontal time axis. The memory references
are labeled according to their position in the address trace. The arcs connect suc-
cessive memory references to the same cache line to indicate a reuse epoch, for
example, consider the reuse epoch between x1 and x8. The stack distance of x8 is
three, since there are three unique cache lines, l2, l3 and l4, accessed by the mem-
ory references executed between x1 and x8. The three cache lines, l2, l3 and l4,
have to be accessed one and only one last time by the memory references executed
between x1 and x8. The last of these memory reference to l2, l3 and l4 are x5, x4

and x7, respectively. These are exactly the memory references executed between
x1 and x8 whose outbound arcs reach beyond x8, i.e. their forward reuse distance
is greater than their distance to x8. The stack distance of x8 is therefore equal to the
number of memory references executed between x1 and x8 with a forward reuse
distances greater than their distances to x8, which is three in this example.

The result of the above example holds true in general. To show this we introduce
the following notation: Let R(xt) and ~R(xt) denote the reuse distance and the
forward reuse distance of xt, respectively. Further, let Q(xt) be the set of memory
references between xt and the previous memory reference to the same cache line.
For example, in Figure 1,Q(x8) = {x2, x3, x4, x5, x6, x7}. We can now generalize
the result of Example 1 as follows: The stack distance of a memory reference xt is
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equal to the number of memory references, xi ∈ Q(xt), for which ~R(xi) > t− i.
This statement follows from the observation that ~R(xi) > t − i if and only if xi

is the last of the memory references in Q(xt) to access cache line li. The stack
distance of xt, denoted by S(xt) can now be expressed as follows,

S(xt) =
t−1∑

i=t−r

1(~R(xi) > t− i)

=
r∑

j=1

1(~R(xt−j) > j)

(1)

where, r = R(xt) and 1(α) is defined to be one if α is true and zero otherwise.
The second equality in (Eq. 1) follows from the variable substitution j = t − i.
(Eq. 1) can also be derived from equations presented by Bennett and Kruskal [1]
(see Appendix).

I.3.2 Expected Stack Distance
To compute the stack distance of a memory reference xt using the method of Sec-
tion I.3.1 we need to know the forward reuse distance of all memory references
executed between xt and the previous memory reference to the same cache line.
However, our goal is to approximate an application’s miss ratio given only the
reuse distance of a sparse set of the application’s memory references. To this end,
we introduce the concept of an expected stack distance. We start by assuming that
we know the reuse distance of all memory references in the target application’s ad-
dress trace, and derive an expression for the expected stack distances based on this
information. Later, we introduce a set of approximations that enable us to estimate
expected stack distances based on the sparse information in an RDS.

The expected stack distance of the memory references with a reuse distance of
r is the average stack distance of all memory references with a reuse distance of
r. As an example, consider the three memory references xi, xj and xk in Figure 2.
Using the method of Section I.3.1, we can compute their stack distances, which
are one, two and three, respectively. Assuming that these three memory references
are the only memory references with a reuse distance of three, we can compute
their expected stack distance, simply by averaging their stack distances, which in
this case gives us an expected stack distance of 1

3(1 + 2 + 3) = 2.
To derive an analytical expression for the expected stack distance we introduce

the following notation. Let T (r) be the set of all memory references with a reuse
distance of r in the target application’s address trace, and let nr be the number of
such memory references. We can now express the expected stack distance of the
memory references with a reuse distance of r, denoted ES(r), as follows,
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Figure 2: The figure shows a sequence of an address trace. Memory references are marked
by circles on the horizontal time axis. The figure shows only the three memory references,
xi, xj and xk, with a reuse distance of three

ES(r) =
1
nr

∑
xi∈T (r)

S(xi)

=
1
nr

∑
xi∈T (r)

r∑
j=1

1(~R(xi−j) > j)
(2)

We get the second equality in (Eq. 2) by substituting S(xi) with the right hand side
of (Eq. 1). We again consider the memory reference xi, xj and xk in Figure 2, but
this time we compute their expected stack distance using (Eq. 2). By expanding
the two nested sums in (Eq. 2), we get the following expression,

ES(3) =
1
nr
· (1(~R(xi−1) > 1) + 1(~R(xj−1) > 1) + 1(~R(xk−1) > 1))+

1
nr
· (1(~R(xi−2) > 2) + 1(~R(xj−2) > 2) + 1(~R(xk−2) > 2))+

1
nr
· (1(~R(xi−3) > 3) + 1(~R(xj−3) > 3) + 1(~R(xk−3) > 3))

(3)

Notice the order in which the terms are arranged. For example, the first row
in (Eq. 3) is the fraction of the memory references, xi−1, xj−1 and xk−1, with a
reuse distance greater than one, the second row is the fraction of the memory
references xi−2, xj−2 and xk−2, with a reuse distance greater than two, and so on.
We denote these fractions f1, f2 and f3, respectively. The benefit of rearranging
the terms of (Eq. 2), is the following. Given the reuse distance distributions for
the memory references appearing in each row, we can compute f1, f2 and f3

simply by computing the fraction of forward reuse distances in the respective
distributions that are greater than one, two and three, respectively. This will
later allow us to make the approximations necessary to estimate expected stack
distances based on the sparse reuse distance information in an RDS. Above, a
subscript of i denotes that fi, is the number of memory references with a forward
reuse distances greater than i, at position i counted backwards from the end, in
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the reuse epochs of length three. Generalizing the notation by adding a superscript
that denotes the length of the reuse epochs in question, allows us to write the
following expression for the expected stack distances,

ES(r) =
r∑

i=1

f r
i . (4)

As an aside we note that the f r
i fractions can be interpreted as a likelihood: If

we were to pick one of the memory references xi−2, xj−2 and xk−2 in Figure 2 at
random, we can interpret f3

2 as the likelihood that reuse distance of the memory
reference is greater than two.

I.3.3 RDS Approximation
To compute an expected stack distance using (Eq. 4), we need to compute all the
f r

i fractions. For each of these fractions, we need to know the reuse distances
distribution for a specific set of memory references. For example, to compute f3

2 in
Figure 2, we need to know the reuse distances distribution of xi−2, xj−2 and xk−2.
In this paper, we use RDSs that contain the reuse distances of only one out of every
10, 000 to 50, 000 memory references on average. It is therefore unlikely that these
RDSs contain enough reuse distances to accurately estimate the f r

i fractions. Our
approach is to introduce an approximation that relaxes the constraint of having to
know the reuse distance distributions of these specific sets of memory references.

The approximation that we use relies on the assumption that the reuse distance
distribution observed for any (large enough) set of memory references is the same
as the reuse distance distribution all memory references in the address trace. Under
this assumption, we can make the following approximation,

f r
i ≈ Fi, (Approx. A)

where, Fi is the fraction of all memory references with a reuse distance greater
than i in the target application’s address trace. With the above approximation, we
can use the reuse distance distribution of all memory references in the target ap-
plication to compute the f r

i fractions. This might seem like a step in the wrong
direction, we now need to know the reuse distance of more, in fact all, memory
references to compute the f r

i fractions. However, the benefit of this is that we can
now use all reuse distances in an RDS to estimate the reuse distance distribution
needed to compute the expected stack distances. Let F̂i be the fraction of reuse
distances in an RDS with a reuse distance greater than i, we can now make the
following approximation,

Fi ≈ F̂i. (Approx. B)
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By putting together, (Approx. A), (Approx. B) and (Eq. 4), we get the following
approximate expression for expected stack distance,

ES(r) ≈
r∑

i=1

F̂i. (7)

We have now arrived at an expression that allows us to compute the expected stack
distance of any memory reference in the target application’s address traces, given
only its reuse distance and a sparse RDS collected from the target application.

In order to move forward with the development of the cache model we defer the
discussion of the implications of the above approximation to Section I.5. However,
it is important to recognize the negative effects that program phase changes [7][23]
can have on (Approx. A). Fortunately, the StatCache sampler has a sampling mode,
discussed in Section I.4, that allows us to estimate the expected stack distances of
memory references executed in different program phases separately. As we will
see in Section I.6, this will under most circumstances, eliminate the sensitivity to
program phase changes.

I.3.4 Cold Misses
Since the number of cold misses experienced by an application is independent of
the replacement policy of the cache, we can use the same method as StatCache to
compute the target application’s cold miss ratio. This method is based on the con-
cept of dangling samples. When a memory reference that the StatCache sampler
has selected for monitoring executes, the sampler sets a watchpoint for the address
being accessed. If this address is not accessed again, the watchpoint will never trig-
ger. When the application has finished its execution, the untriggered watchpoints
are recorded in the RDS as dangling samples.

The number of cold misses experienced by an applications is proportional to the
number of dangling samples [4]. A cold miss occurs when the application accesses
cache-line-sized piece of memory for the first time. Every cache-line-sized piece
of memory accessed by the application is also accessed one last time and if the
last memory references is sampled it will result in a dangling sample. Since the
sampler samples all memory accesses with equal probability, the cold miss ratio is
equal to the number of dangling samples divided by the number of reuse distances
in the RDS.

I.3.5 Cache Model
In this section, we put the pieces together and show how StatStack estimates an
application’s miss ratio including booth cold and capacity misses from its input
data, an RDS collected by the StatCache sampler.
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Armed with equation (Eq. 7), we can estimate the expected stack distance dis-
tribution of the target application given its RDS as follows. First, we compute the
expected stack distance of each distinct reuse distance in the RDS using (Eq. 7).
Our implementation of StatStack does this in three steps: First, it sorts the reuse
distances in the RDS into a histogram data structure. It then computes all F̂i’s, in
a single pass over the histogram’s buckets. Finally, it computes the expected stack
distance for each distinct reuse distance in the RDS, by computing a running sum
over the sorted sequence of F̂i’s. Then, by weighting each of the expected stack
distances with the frequency of the corresponding reuse distance in the RDS we
get the expected stack distance distribution.

To estimate the target application’s capacity miss ratio, we approximate its ac-
tual stack distance distribution with its expected stack distance distribution; we
discuss this approximation further in Section I.5.1. For a fully associative cache
with an LRU replacement policy, a memory reference will result in a cache miss
if its stack distances is greater than the cache size, measured in number of cache
lines [17]. We can therefore compute the target application’s capacity miss ratio
for a given cache size C, simply by computing the fraction of stack distances in its
expected stack distance distribution that are greater than or equal to C. Finally, by
adding the cold miss ratio to the capacity miss ratio we get the target application’s
miss ratio for a fully associative cache with an LRU replacement policy.

Figure 3 shows the miss ratios estimated by StatStack as a function of cache size
for the SPEC CPU2006 benchmarks, together with a reference miss ratio obtained
from a trace driven cache simulator. The RDSs used to estimate these miss ratios
have been collected using a sample rate of 10−4, i.e. the RDSs contain the reuse
distances of only one out of every 10, 000 memory references. These results will
be analyzed in Section I.6, where we perform a sensitivity analysis to quantify the
impacts of the approximations on the accuracy of the cache model.

I.4 Hierarchical sampling
In this section, we discuss a hierarchical sampling policy implemented by the Stat-
Cache sampler. In this work, we use the hierarchical sampling policy for two rea-
sons: First, it reduces StatStack’s sensitivity to program phase changes, and sec-
ond, it reduces the runtime overhead of the sampler.

Under the hierarchical sampling policy, the sampler alternates between two
phases, the sampling phase and the hibernation phase. It is only during the sam-
pling phase that the sampler starts new reuse distance measurements. The sampler
stays in the sampling phase for a fixed number of memory references. We call the
duration of a sampling phase a sampling window. The hibernating phases are of
random length; this is to ensure random sampling. When a sampling phase comes
to its end, the watch points are kept alive so that no measurements are lost. For
most applications, the majority of reuse distances are short so most of the watch
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Figure 3: The graph show the miss ratio estimated by StatStack (labeled StatStack) as a
function of cache size, together with a reference miss ratio (labeled Reference) obtained
from a trace driven cache simulator, for 25 SPEC CPU2006 benchmarks. The graphs are
ordered by their y-intercept according to the list on the right. The RDSs used to estimated
the miss ratios were collected with a sample rate of 10−4.
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Figure 4: The figure shows the distribution of stack distances of a set of memory references
with a reuse distance of r in the form of a histogram. The vertical line labeled C represents
the cache size.

points trigger early in the hibernation phase. This allows the target application to
execute at close to native speed during the sampler’s hibernation phases.

The sampler tags the reuse distances it measures with the id of the window in
which the measurement started. This allows the cache model to estimate the miss
ratio of each sampling window individually. As we alluded to in Section I.3.3, this
is what eliminates the cache model’s sensitivity to program phase changes.

The StatCache sampler exposes three parameters to the user, the sampling phase
length (s), the average hibernation phase length (h), and the average number of
samples per sampling phase (n). The setting of these parameters is important since
they affect the accuracy of the cache model and the runtime overhead of the sam-
pler.

I.5 Error Sources
To be able to drive the cache model with the sparse reuse distance information in
a RDS we have introduced a number of approximations that are potential sources
of errors. We group these error sources into two categories, approximation errors
and statistical sampling errors. These categories are further divided into type I and
type II approximation error and type I and type II statistical sampling errors. In the
remainder of this section we discuss these error sources one by one.
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I.5.1 Type I Approximation Error
StatStack computes the expected stack distance distribution of the target applica-
tion and uses it to approximate the target application’s miss ratio. By doing this,
StatStack approximates the application’s actual stack distance distribution with its
expected stack distance distribution. Since these two distributions are generally not
the same, this approximation can be a potential source of errors.

Figure 4 shows an example stack distance distribution of memory references
with a reuse distances of r and also their expected stack distance. The memory
references with a stack distance greater than the cache size will result in a cache
miss. As shown in Figure 4 the expected stack distance of the memory references
for this distribution is less than the cache size. The miss ratio calculated from the
expected stack distance distribution is therefore zero. However, since some of the
stack distances are larger than the cache size, the miss ratio calculated from the
actual stack distance distribution is not zero.

The above error tend to be large if the application makes a large number of
memory references with the same reuse distances but with largely varying stack
distances. This is most likely to be the case for applications having program phases
with largely different cache behaviors. However, since, the cache model estimates
the miss ratio for each sampling window individually; it is only for the windows
that span a program phase change that this is a problem. This error is reduced by
having the sampler use a large number of small sampling windows. This results in
the portion of windows that span program phase changes being small, and therefore
their impact on the overall estimated miss ratio is low.

I.5.2 Type II Approximation Error
In Section I.3.3, we made the assumption that the reuse distance distribution ob-
served for any (large enough) set of memory references is the same as the reuse
distance distribution all memory references in the address trace. If this assumption
does not hold, the accuracy of the cache model will suffer.

For example, if an application’s reuse distance distribution changes over time,
the above assumption does not hold. However, for these types of applications, we
can reduce the problem, by using a sampling window size small enough so that the
reuse distance distribution stays the same within the sampling windows. Another
scenario where the assumption does not hold is for applications whose memory
references’ reuse distances display certain patterns. For example, every memory
references with a forward reuse distance of length r is followed by r memory
references with a reuse distance of 1. In this case sampling windows does not help.
However, as we show in Section I.6, the approximation errors are small, which
suggests that reuse distance patterns that compromise the accuracy of the cache
model are rare.

We have argued that both the type I and type II sampling errors can be reduced
by using short sampling windows. However, too short sampling windows can hurt
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the cache model. Consider a memory references with a reuse distance of r, as we
showed in Section I.3.1, its stack distance is determined by the forward reuse dis-
tance of the r memory references executed before it. If the sampling window size
is smaller than r, the sampler cannot capture the reuse behavior of these r mem-
ory references. When modeling a cache of size C, the accuracy of the estimated
stack distances with lengths close to C will have the largest impact on the over-
all accuracy of the cache model. Therefore, the window size should typically not
be shorter than the reuse distances of the memory accesses with expected stack
distances close to the cache size.

I.5.3 Type I Statistical Sampling Error
StatStack estimates the target application’s reuse distance distribution with the dis-
tribution of reuse distances in a sparse RDS. This gives rise to the type I statistical
sampling error. The magnitude of the type I statistical sampling error depends on
the number of reuse distance measured in the sampling windows, and the variance
of the target application’s reuse distance distribution.

I.5.4 Type II Statistical Sampling Error
The hibernation phase of the hierarchical sampling policy introduces a second type
of statistical sampling error, which we call the type II statistical sampling error.

The use of non-zero-length hibernation phases as compared to zero-length hiber-
nation phases, can roughly be thought of as randomly selecting only a sub set of the
sampling windows for estimating the overall miss ratio. Since the overall miss ra-
tio is the average of the miss ratios for the sampling windows, the type II statistical
sampling errors can be analyzed using standard statistical techniques for random
sampling. This type of analysis, for the similar method of trace sampling [13][16],
has been thoroughly investigated in previous work [26]. In essence, the type II sta-
tistical sampling error depends on the average hibernation phase length and how
much the target application’s miss ratio varies over time.

I.6 Evaluation
In this section, we evaluate the accuracy of the StatStack cache model by compar-
ing its output; an estimated miss ratio, to a reference miss ratio obtained from a
traditional trace driven cache simulator, for the SPEC CPU2006 benchmark suite.

I.6.1 Experimental Setup
We use 28 out of the 29 programs in the SPEC CPU2006 benchmark suite (481.wrf
did not compile on our system) run with their first reference input sets. All bench-
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mark programs are compiled using GCC version 4.1.2 with optimization level 02
targeting an x86_64 system.

In order to evaluate the accuracy of our model, we first collect reference ad-
dress traces from the benchmarks programs using an in-house instrumentation tool.
The address trace collection is started after approximately 60 seconds of uninstru-
mented execution for all programs except for 403.gcc whose total execution time
with its first reference input set is less than 60 seconds. All traces used for evalua-
tion contains five billion memory access. This trace size was chosen for practical
reasons.

To obtain reference miss ratios we use a trace-driven cache simulator, config-
ured to simulate a fully associative cache with an LRU replacement policy for
cache sizes ranging from 32kB up to 8MB. The reference miss ratios include both
cold and capacity misses. We then collect sparse RDSs by measuring the reuse
distances of randomly selected memory references in the address traces using the
hierarchical sampling policy. We finally use an implementation of the StatStack
cache model, as described in Section I.3, to estimate the miss ratios of the traces
for cache sizes ranging from 32kB up to 8MB.

I.6.2 Sampler Parameters
As mentioned in Section I.4, the StatCache sampler has three parameters: sam-
pling phase length (s), average hibernation phase length (h) and average number
of samples per sampling phase (n). We have empirically found two sets of param-
eters, S1: {s = 106, h = 14 · 106, n = 1500} and S2: {s = 106, h = 74 · 106,
n = 1500} that work well for our benchmarks. Here s and h are measured in num-
ber of executed memory references. These two sets of parameters result in sample
rates of 10−4 and 2 · 10−5 respectively. Unless otherwise noted, these are the pa-
rameters used to collect the RDSs in this section. For an in-depth discussion of
how we found these sampler parameters please see [11].

I.6.3 Sensitivity Analysis
In this section, we present the results of two of experiments. In the first, we evaluate
the cache model’s sensitivity to the approximations errors, and in the second, we
evaluate the cache model’s sensitivity to the sampling errors.

Approximation Sensitivity
To evaluate the cache model’s sensitivity to the approximation errors, we collect
RDSs that contain the reuse distances of all memory references in the address
traces and estimate miss ratios using these RDSs. Since these non-sparse RDSs
contain the reuse distance of all memory references, we effectively eliminate the
sampling errors. By comparing these miss ratios to the reference miss ratios, we
can evaluate the approximation errors in isolation. Note that, even though we mea-
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sure the reuse distance of all memory references in the address traces we still use
a sampling window of size s = 106 (the other two parameters are set to h = 0 and
n = 106).

Figure 5 shows the estimated miss ratio next to the reference miss ratio for
all benchmark (except for 429.mfc1, 433.milc1, 471.omnetpp1, 410.bwaves2 and
453.povray2). The close agreement between the estimated and reference miss ra-
tios indicates that the approximation errors’ are relatively small.

The largest discrepancies between the estimated and the reference miss ratios
are for small cache sizes of less than 64KB. This is likely due to the type I approx-
imation error: For most applications the distribution of stack distance are heavily
weighted towards short stack distances. This makes it likely that there are a large
number of memory references with the same reuse distance that display the be-
havior shown in Figure 4 for small cache sizes. The application with the largest
error for large cache sizes is 473.astar for which the estimated miss ratio is some-
what lower than the reference for 4MB caches. This indicates that some portion
of the expected stack distances with lengths close to 64k (4MB / line-size) are
underestimated, this is likely due to the type II approximation error.

Sampling Sensitivity
In order to evaluate the sampling errors we sampled the address traces, using sam-
pler parameters S1, and estimated their miss ratios 32 times each. By observing
the differences of the estimated miss ratios we can evaluate the sampling errors.
Figure 6 shows three graphs for each benchmark application: Statstack-min and
Statstack-max, show the minimum and the maximum of the 32 estimated miss ra-
tios, the third graph labeled Reference, show the references miss ratio. The close
proximity of the min and max graph indicates that largest differences of the 32
estimated miss ratios are small, which further implies that the sampling errors are
small.

We repeated the above experiment, but this time with the sampler parameters
S2, the results are shown in Figure 7. Since RDSs collected using S2 contains on
average 5 times fewer reuse distance than RDSs collected using S1, we expect the
sampling error to be larger in Figure 7 than in Figure 6, which is indeed the case.
However, the only difference between the two sets of sampler parameters is that
S2 has longer hibernation periods and therefore contains less sampling windows;
the larger sampling error in Figure 7 is therefore due to the type II sampling error.

To gain further insight into the sampling errors, we consider the distributions
of errors for the two sets of sampler parameters as shown Figure 8. These error
distributions are computed using the same data as above, which contains 32 miss
ratios for each application and each cache size. We compute the errors for each of
these sets of 32 miss ratios individually as the absolute error with respect to the

1Due to the large dispersion of reuse distance, the amount of memory needed for simulation exceeds
the amount of memory available on our system.
2Both the reference and the estimated miss ratio are zero for cache sizes larger than 32kB.
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Figure 5: Miss ratio as a function of cache size. The graph labeled StatStack shows a miss
ratio estimated using RDSs containing the reuse distance of all memory accesses in the
address trace. The graph labeled Reference shows the reference miss ratio. The graphs are
ordered by their y intercept according to the list on the right.
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Figure 6: Miss ratios as a function of cache size. The graphs labeled StatStack-min and
Statstack-max shows the minimum and maximum of 32 estimated miss ratios, based on
RDSs collected with sampler parameters S1. The graph labeled Reference shows the ref-
erence miss ratio. The graphs are ordered by their y intercept according to the list on the
right.
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Figure 7: Miss ratios as a function of cache size. The graphs labeled StatStack-min and
Statstack-max shows the minimum and maximum of 32 estimated miss ratios, based on
RDSs collected with sampler parameters S2. The graph labeled Reference shows the ref-
erence miss ratio. The graphs are ordered by their y intercept according to the list on the
right.
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Figure 8: Distribution of absolute errors for RDSs collected using S1 (a) and S2 (b). 90%
of the estimated miss ratios have a absolute error less than 0.2% in (a) and 0.4% in (b).

average miss ratio. To obtain a large enough data sample to accurately estimate
the error distributions, the distributions shown in Figures 8(a) and 8(b) contain the
error of all applications and all cache sizes for the miss ratios estimated using the
sampler parameters S1 and S2, respectively.

The reason for using absolute error as opposed to a relative error is that, many
of our benchmark applications have miss ratios that are very low. For example,
456.hmmer has a miss ratio of less than 0.5% for all cache sizes greater than
128KB. The performance gained by reducing a miss ratio this small, by say 50%,
is negligible. Furthermore, small absolute errors tend to become large relative er-
rors for small cache sizes, and the other way around for large caches. If we use
relative errors, the errors for low miss ratios will be overrepresented and the er-
rors for large miss ratios, for which there are potential performance gains, will be
suppressed, we therefore use absolute errors.

As we can see in Figure 8, when RDSs are collected using S1, 90% of the
measured errors are less than 0.2%, for RDSs collected using S2, 74% of the errors
are less than 0.2% and 89% are less than 0.4%.

I.6.4 Cache Model Performance
The overall performance of cache models, like StatStack, has two parts, the perfor-
mance of the data collection mechanism and the performance of the model itself.

The StatStack cache model uses the StatCache sampler to collect its input data.
The sparseness of the collected data in conjunction with the use of hardware and
operating system support makes the execution time overhead of the target applica-
tion as low as 40 percent [3].

The execution time of the cache model, for the RDSs used for evaluation, is only
a few seconds. The short execution time is due to the sparseness of the input data.
Internally, the cache model stores the reuse distances in a histogram. The most
time consuming operation for the cache model is to sort the data in the input RDS
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into the histogram, but because of the sparseness of the RDSs this operation is still
fast. When the histogram is built, the cache model requires only two passes over
its buckets to compute the miss ratio. The number of buckets in the histogram is
equal to the number of distinct reuse distances in the RDS.

I.7 Related Work
Since the introduction of stack distance, by Mattson [17] in the early 70s, it has
earned plenty of attention from researchers in a quest to find efficient techniques to
study cache locality. Mattson proposed a stack based algorithm to compute stack
distances. For each memory reference, Mattson’s stack based algorithm searches
the stack for the accessed address. If the address is in the stack, the algorithm
moves the address to the top of the stack, and otherwise, pushes it on the top of the
stack. At any time, the number of unique addresses accessed since the last access
to an address is the number of addresses above it in the stack. The stack maintains
the history of uniquely accessed addresses. This history is sufficient to find the
stack distance of memory reference.

To improve the performance of Mattson’s algorithm Bennett and Kruskal [1]
replace the stack with a m-ary tree. The m-ary tree allows for faster operations
than the linked-list stack used by Mattson. To further improve performance, other
types of trees have been proposed, for example AVL tress [19] and splay trees [24].
Kim et al. [15] propose an approximate algorithm, in which the stack is sliced up
into disjoint ranges and only the address range is tracked. This allows them to
use a hash table to search the stack. Other approximate algorithms have also been
proposed by Ding and Zong [9] and Shen at al. [21].

All of the above algorithms use full address traces. However, the time it takes
to collect and analyze large traces can be prohibitive. Trace sampling is a tech-
nique to reduce the size of the traces [13] [16] [26]. Trace sampling only collects
and analyzes address traces for chosen sections of the application’s execution. By
applying statistical techniques, Trace sampling infers the overall miss ratio from
that of the short sub traces. A drawback of Trace sampling is the large number of
additional memory references needed to regain the access history lost between sub
traces. The number of additional memory references required and techniques to
reduce them have been investigated [10][12].

Shen at al. [21] proposed a probabilistic model to estimate stack distance dis-
tributions. The input to their model is a reuse distance distribution and the size
of the memory footprint. StatStack differs from their model in two key aspects.
First, StatStack does not require the size of the memory footprint to be known a
priori. Secondly, StatStack takes an RDS as input and uses it to estimate the reuse
distance distribution, while Shen at al. use the actual reuse distance distribution
of all memory references. It appears as they could use an estimated reuse distance
distribution, but this is not considered.
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Tam at al. [25] present a hardware supported approach to collect address traces
efficiently. Their focus is on online generation of miss ratio curves for the last
level cache. By using hardware performance counters, they are able to trace only
the memory references that miss in higher cache levels. Furthermore, they use trace
sampling which in combination with their tracing technique makes their approach
very efficient.

I.8 Conclusions
This paper presented StatStack, a new statistical cache model that models a fully
associative cache with LRU replacement policy. The input to StatStack cache
model is an RDS, which contains the reuse distances of a sparse set of randomly
selected memory references. To obtain RDSs, StatStack uses the same sampling
technique as StatCache, and therefore inherits StatCache low data collection over-
head.

We evaluated the accuracy of StatStack using the SPEC CPU2006 benchmarks.
The results show that StatStack accurately estimates miss ratios based on RDSs
containing as few as 500, 000 and 100, 000 reuse distances, for which 90% of the
estimated miss ratios have absolute errors less than 0.2% and 0.4%, respectively.
Furthermore, the execution time of the StatStack cache model is less than a few
second.
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Appendix
Let lt denote the cache line sized piece of memory accesses by memory reference
xt. We can now write Bennett and Kruskal’s equations [1] as follows,

Bt(i) =

{
1 if li = lj for j = i+ 1, ..., t,
0 otherwise

Pt(xk) =

{
max (i ≤ t) such that li = lk,

−1 otherwise

S(xt) =
t−1∑

i=p+1

Bt−1(i), where, p = Pt−1(xt) (1.1)

To show that (Eq. 1) follows from the above equations, we indentify the following
equalities,Bt(i) = 1(~R(xi)+i > t) and Pt−1(xt) = t−R(xt)−1. By substituting
these equalities into (Eq. 1.1), (Eq. 1) follows.
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Abstract
This work presents STATCC, a simple and efficient model for estimating the shared
cache miss ratios of co-scheduled applications on architectures with a hierarchy of
private and shared caches. STATCC leverages the StatStack cache model to esti-
mate the co-scheduled applications’ cache miss ratios from their individual mem-
ory reuse distance distributions, and a simple performance model that estimates
their CPIs based on the shared cache miss ratios. These methods are combined
into a system of equations that explicitly models the CPIs in terms of the shared
miss ratios and can be solved to determine both. The result is a fast algorithm with
a 2% error across the SPEC CPU2006 benchmark suite compared to a simulated
in-order processor and a hierarchy of private and shared caches.
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II.1 Introduction
The miss ratio1 of independent co-scheduled applications on modern architectures
is both important and difficult to predict. Depending on the architecture, in par-
ticular the degree of cache sharing, different combinations of applications can see
dramatic variations in cache miss ratios when co-scheduled or none at all [3, 6].
However, modeling these effects has historically required costly simulation and/or
analysis [6, 7]. Providing better insight into co-scheduled performance issues is
essential to enable developers to better understand the behavior of their code in in-
creasingly parallel environments. More interestingly, if these effects can be quickly
and accurately modeled, it will open up many possibilities for improved run-time
scheduling and placement of applications.

The primary difficulty in modeling co-scheduled applications arises from the
interleaving of the address streams at the shared cache, and its impact on the ex-
ecution of each thread. For example, memory accesses from one application can
occur between memory accesses from a second application. This causes additional
capacity pressure in the shared cache, which can increase the miss ratio for a sec-
ond application. Such an increased miss ratio causes the CPI of the second appli-
cation to increase, which reduces the rate at which it sends memory accesses to
the shared cache, thereby changing the interleaving further. This coupling between
the CPIs and miss ratios makes it challenging to predict the performance of the co-
scheduled applications. Further, for such a model to be broadly applicable, it must
be based on information gathered from the applications running independently.

STATCC leverages previous work that has shown that an application’s miss ratio
can be accurately predicted based on its reuse distance distribution for both ran-
dom replacement (StatCache [4, 5]) and LRU replacement (StatStack [10]) caches.
In that work, a reuse distance is defined as the number of memory accesses exe-
cuted between two successive accesses to the same cache line. This reuse distance
should not be confused with the stack distance, which is the number of unique
cache-lines accessed between two successive accesses to the same-cache line, and
which is much more costly to measure. Importantly, an application’s reuse distance
distribution can be accurately estimated based on a sparse sample of the applica-
tion’s reuse distances [4, 10]. Such sampled data can be gathered at runtime with
an overhead of only 40% [5].

In this paper, we develop a method to predict the shared cache miss ratios of
a set of co-scheduled applications based on their individual reuse distance distri-
butions. First, we develop a method to predict the shared cache miss ratios of the
co-schedule applications, given that we know their relative CPIs. The basis of this
method is a transformation of the individual reuse distance distributions of the co-
scheduled applications into the reuse distance distribution of the interleaved access
stream presented to the shared cache. Once we have this combined distribution, we

1In this paper we use the term miss ratio to refer to the number of cache misses per memory accesses
(MPA).
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can use StatStack to predict the shared cache miss ratio. Of course this method is of
little use since we do not know the CPIs of the co-scheduled applications to begin
with. Under the assumption that we can predict an application’s CPI based upon
its miss ratio [1, 11, 12, 20], we can write the following simple equation system,
shown here for two co-scheduled applications:{

cpi1 = CPI (miss_ratio1 (cpi1, cpi2))
cpi2 = CPI (miss_ratio2 (cpi1, cpi2)) .

This equation system can be readily solved for CPIs of the co-scheduled applica-
tions (cpi1 and cpi2) by a general purpose equation solver. We then use these CPIs
to compute the applications’ shared cache miss ratios (miss_ratioi(cpi1, cpi2)).

To evaluate STATCC, we have run three experiments. The first evaluates the
overall accuracy of STATCC and demonstrates an average error of 2% across 55
pairs of co-scheduled SPEC2006 applications. The second experiment evaluates
the error introduced by using sparsely sampled reuse distance distributions. With
a sampling rate of 10−3 (1 of every 1,000 memory accesses), the errors increase
less than 2.5% for 95% of the simulations. Finally, the third experiment studies
the sensitivity of the STATCC model to the accuracy of the CPI model. The results
show that the STATCC suppresses these errors, such that a 10% error in the CPI
model results in a change of the predicted CPI of only 1.0%.

Before delving into the details of STATCC, we will discuss related work (Sec-
tion II.2) and review the principles behind StatStack (Section II.3). With that back-
ground, the design and implementation of STATCC can be explained (Section II.4).
The subsequent discussion of the experimental setup (Section II.5.1) is proceeded
by a description of the methodology and motivation for choosing benchmarks
(Section II.5.2). This is particularly important as different benchmark combina-
tions exhibit dramatically different co-scheduling effects, which makes it impor-
tant to choose appropriate benchmarks to stress the model. Next we discuss how to
compute the error for cache contention models (Section II.5.3). We argue that using
relative miss ratio error can be misleading since it does not always correlate well
with performance changes. The following experimental evaluation (Section II.5.4)
discusses our results and the accuracy of STATCC.

II.2 Related Work
The most closely related cache contention models are those proposed by Chan-
dra et al. [6] and Chen et al. [7]. Both of these models predict the miss ratio of
co-scheduled applications, based on profiling information collected from the ap-
plications when running in isolation. A comparison of the reported errors suggests
that STATCC’s accuracy is on par with both these models, however, STATCC dif-
fers from these models on the following points:
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(1) The input to STATCC is an easily collected sparse sample of reuse distance,
while the other two models require full stack distance profiles, which are far more
expensive to collect (STATCC’s input data can be collected with a 40% overhead
which is orders of magnitude less expensive than collecting full stack distance
profiles). At a first glance, it would appear that the stack distance profiles used by
Chandra et al. and Chen et al. could be collected by StatStack, thereby reducing the
runtime overhead of their models. Unfortunately, their models rely on information
not provided by StatStack2.

(2) STATCC models the interaction between the co-scheduled applications with
an equation system that explicitly encodes the coupling between the co-scheduled
applications’ miss ratios and CPIs. The other two cache contention models assume
that the CPIs of the co-scheduled applications are the same as when they run alone.
The model proposed by Chen et al. improves this by refining the initial CPI guess
once, using a similar CPI model to the one used in this work.

In addition to these two models, Fedorova et al. [2] propose a cache contention
model designed to guide an operating system scheduler. This model attempts to
determine the miss rate (misses per cycle) that an application would experience
under equal cache sharing, i.e., when the co-scheduled applications are all allo-
cated an equal portion of the shared cache. Using hardware performance counters
they measure the miss ratio of the co-scheduled applications. When enough appli-
cations have been scheduled together, they fit a linear model to the collected data
that is then solved for the miss ratio under equal cache sharing.

There has been much interest in improving the efficiency of algorithms to com-
pute stack distances for private caches. However, the input to these algorithms are
either full [8, 16, 19, 18] or partial [13, 22, 21] address traces, which are costly
to collect. Instead, STATCC uses StatStack [10] to estimate stack distances based
cheaply collected on sparse reuse distance distributions.

Recently, Schuff et al. [17], showed how to efficient parallelize online compu-
tation of stack distances for both private and shared caches for multi threaded ap-
plications. Their starting point is a naive method that dynamically instruments the
target application and synchronizes its threads on every memory accesses to gen-
erate a single address trace of all threads’ memory accesses, from which they can
compute stack distances. This approach is then enhanced properties of the stack
distance and the assumed race-freeness of the target application to remove most of
the synchronization overhead. It is unclear whether their method can be used for
the mulit-programmed workloads that STATCC is targeting, but it is worth noting
that their overhead is at least 10× that of STATCC.

2The model proposed by Chandra et al. requires the stack distance distributions of memory accesses
with the same reuse distance. However, StatStack approximates these distributions with a single
expected stack distance [10]. The main motivation behind the model proposed by Chen et al. is to
accurately model conflict misses, but since StatStack does not model conflict misses it is a poor fit
for their model.
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Figure 1: Reuse distances in a memory access stream. The arcs connect successive accesses
to the same cache-line, and represents reuse of data. The stack distance of the second access
to A is equal to the number of arcs that cross the “Out Boundary”.

II.3 StatStack
Before discussing STATCC it is important to introduce the StatStack model upon
which it is based. StatStack [10] is a statistical cache model that can predict an
application’s cache miss ratio for LRU caches of any given size. The input to Stat-
Stack is an application’s reuse distance distribution. The reuse distance is the num-
ber of memory accesses executed between two successive memory accesses to the
same cache-line. Based on an application’s distribution of reuse distances, Stat-
Stack estimates the application’s stack distance distribution. The stack distance is
the number of unique cache-lines accessed between two successive memory ac-
cesses to the same cache-line. The stack distance can be directly used to determine
if the access results in a cache hit or a cache miss for a fully-associative LRU cache:
if the stack distance is less than the cache size, the access will be a hit, otherwise
it will miss. Therefore, the stack distance distribution enables the application’s
miss ratio to be computed for any given cache size [15], by simply computing the
fraction of memory accesses with a stack distances greater than the desired cache
size.

The input to StatStack is an application’s reuse distance distribution, which can
be accurately estimated based on a sparse sample of the application’s reuse dis-
tances [4]3. Using reuse distances allows for very low overhead data collection.
Berg et al. [5] implemented a reuse distance sampler that can collect an applica-
tion’s reuse distance distribution with an overhead of only 40%, which is far lower
than that required to capture a full stack trace. In addition to efficient runtime data
collection, the StatStack model itself can be evaluated in less than a second. This
combination of efficient data capture and a fast model evaluation makes for a very
flexible cache performance prediction tool.

To understand how StatStack works, consider the access sequence shown in
Figure 1. Here the arcs connect subsequent accesses to the same cache-line, and

3StatStack uses a two-level sampling approach that first divides the application’s memory accesses
stream into windows and then selects a portion of the windows for further reuse distance sampling.
This is done to address different behavior across application phases. More information can be found
in [4] and [10].
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Figure 2: Using the reuse distance distribution to compute the probability that the arc from
the memory access to cache-line C crosses the “Out Boundar”. This is done by estimat-
ing the reuse distance of C from the proportion of reuse distances in the reuse distance
distribution that are greater than d.

represent the reuse of data. In this example, the second memory access to cache-
line A has a reuse distance of five, since there are a total of five memory accesses
executed between the two accesses to A, and a stack distances of three, since there
are three unique cache-lines accessed between the two accesses toA. The question
that StatStack answers is: How can the stack distance of the second access to A be
computed from the reuse distances of the memory accesses executed between the
two accesses to A?

In Figure 1 we see that, for each unique cache-line that is accessed between the
two accesses to A, there is a sequence of connected arcs that cross both the “In
Boundary” and the “Out Boundary”. Now, since the stack distance of the second
access to A is the number of unique cache-line accessed between the two accesses
to A, it is equal to the number arcs that reach beyond the “Out Boundary”.

The lengths of the arcs in Figure 1 are determined by the their respective reuse
distances. If we know the reuse distance of all memory accesses executed between
the two accesses to A, we can determine the stack distance to the second access
to A by counting how many of the intervening accesses have outbound arcs that
reach beyond the “Out Boundary”. However, the input to StatStack is a sparse
distribution of reuse distances, and therefore does not contain this information for
every memory access. Instead, we use the reuse distance distribution to compute
the probability that the memory accesses executed between the two accesses to A
have reuse distances such that their arcs reach beyond the “Out Boundary”.

Figure 2 shows how to compute the probability that the outbound arc of the
memory access to cache-line C reaches beyond the “Out Boundary”. In the figure,
d denotes the memory access’s distance to the “Out Boundary”. When the reuse
distance of the memory access is greater than d, its arc reaches beyond the “Out
Boundary”. StatStack makes the approximation that the probability of this is equal
to the fraction of memory accesses in the application’s reuse distance distribution
with a reuse distance greater than d. Using the above method we can compute
the probabilities that the arcs originating at the memory accesses between the two
memory accesses to A, in Figure 1, reach beyond the “Out Boundary”. By adding
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Figure 3: (a) The Architectural model used in this paper. (b) Example of an interleaving of
memory access from two threads at the shared cache.

these probabilities we get the expected stack distance of the second memory access
to A.

StatStack uses this approach to compute the expected stack distances of all
memory accesses in the input reuse distance distribution, which produces an ex-
pected stack distance distribution. From this distribution StatStack can then es-
timate the miss ratio for any given cache size, C, as the fraction of expected
stack distances in the expected stack distance distribution that have a stack dis-
tance greater than C. StatStack has been shown to very accurately model the cache
behavior across the SPEC CPU 2006 benchmarks for a wide variety of cache
sizes [10].

II.4 StatCC
In the previous section we discussed StatStack, and how it estimates an applica-
tion’s miss ratio given its reuse distance distribution. In this section we show how
we can compute the miss ratios of a set of co-scheduled applications that share
cache based on their individual reuse distance distributions. To simplify the dis-
cussion we will consider only two co-scheduled applications, but the extension to
more applications is straightforward.

The architecture model targeted in this paper contains two processors cores, with
both private and shared data caches (see Figure 3(a)). The two cores execute two
threads with no data-sharing, thereby generating two independent memory access
streams. At the shared cache these two independent memory access streams are
interleaved due to their co-execution, and it is this interleaved access stream that
determines the miss ratio in the shared cache.
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We will present STATCC in three steps, summarized here:

1. First, we develop a scaling transformation that, given the two threads’ individ-
ual reuse distance distributions and their CPIs, approximates the reuse distance
distribution of the interleaved access stream.

2. Then, we use StatStack to estimate the shared level cache miss ratios of the
two threads based on the approximated reuse distance distributions from the
previous step. This gives us the shared level cache miss ratios of the two threads
as a function of their CPIs (miss_ratioi(cpi1, cpi2)).

3. Finally, we use the miss_ratioi(cpi1, cpi2) functions to setup an equation
system whose solution gives us the shared level cache miss ratios of the two
threads.

Step 1: Figure 3(b) shows an example of the memory access stream interleaving
from two threads. The question to address is: What is the total number of memory
accesses seen at the shared cache between two successive accesses to the same
cache line from one thread, i.e., the reuse distance observed in the interleaved
access stream? For example, in Figure 3(b), the access to cache-line A has a reuse
distance of r1 = 4 in the first thread’s memory access stream. During the time
interval T between the two accesses to A, the second thread executes r2 = 5
memory accesses. Therefore, the reuse distance of cache-line A, as observed in
the interleaved access stream at the shared cache, is r̂1 = 4 + 5 = 9.

In general we do not know how many memory accesses the second thread gen-
erates relative to the first thread. To estimate this, we use the CPI of the first thread
to determine the number of cycles taken for a given memory reuse distance, T ,
and then use the CPI of the second thread to determine how many memory access
instructions it executes in the same time. This can be done if we know the rela-
tive CPIs of the two threads and each thread’s proportion of memory instructions,
mix1 and mix2, where,

mixi =
#memory_accessesi

#instructionsi
. (1)

With this information we can compute the time interval, T , between the reuse of
the cache-line A (reuse distance r1) in the first thread’s memory access stream, as
follows:

T =
r1

mix1
× cpi1,

where r1
mix1

is the number of instructions executed by the first thread during T .
Now, we can compute the number of memory accesses executed by the second
thread during T as follows,

r2 =
T

cpi2
×mix2 =

mix2

mix1
× cpi1
cpi2

× r1.
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Figure 4: The data-flow of the miss_ratioi(cpi1, cpi2) functions. Eq. (2) is applied to all
reuse distances in the reuse distance distributions of the two threads, which produces two
scaled reuse distance distributions (A). These two scaled distributions are added together
(B), resulting in an approximation of the reuse distance distribution of the interleaved ac-
cesses stream, which is then feed to StatStack which produces the stack distance distribu-
tion of the interleaved access stream at the shared caches (C). This distribution is then split
into two separate stack distances distributions, one for each thread (D). Finally, the miss
ratios of the two threads are computed from the two stack distances distributions (E).

Finally, we compute the reuse distance of the memory accesses to cache-line A
as observed in the interleaved stream, r̂1 = r1 + r2. A similar expression for
the second thread can be derived analogously, or simply by interchanging indices,
which gives us,

r̂1 = r1

(
1 +

mix2

mix1
× cpi1
cpi2

)
r̂2 = r2

(
1 +

mix1

mix2
× cpi2
cpi1

)
.

(2)

By applying Eq. (2) to all reuse distances in the reuse distance distributions of the
two threads and combining the result, we create an estimate of the reuse distance
distribution observed at the interleaved stream. This transformation is effectively
a scaling of the reuse distance distributions that incorporates the effects of the
combined execution rates of the two threads.
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Step 2: Figure 4 schematically shows the data-flow of the
miss_ratioi(cpi1, cpi2) functions. First, we apply the scaling transformation of
Eq. (2) to all reuse distances in both threads’ individual reuse distance distribu-
tions (A). This results in a scaled reuse distance distribution for each thread. These
are then added together (B) to get the reuse distance distribution of the interleaved
access stream, and additional metadata is kept to indicate which reuse distances
originated from which thread. Then, we feed this reuse distance distribution to
StatStack (C) which gives us the stack distance distribution of the interleaved ac-
cess stream. The next step is to use the metadata, recorded earlier, to split the stack
distance distribution of the interleaved access stream into two separate stack dis-
tance distributions for each thread (D). Finally we compute the miss ratios of the
two threads from their individual stack distance distributions (E).

Step 3: In this work we assume that we can model the CPI of an application as
a function of its miss ratio. Many such models of varying complexity and accuracy
have been proposed, both for, in-order processors [1], and out-of-order proces-
sors [11, 12, 20]. Some of the more complex out-of-order models require informa-
tion other than the application’s miss ratios, however this information only needs
to be collected once, and, importantly, it is collected when the applications execute
alone.

The absolute accuracy of the predicted CPIs is not critical for our approach to
work, as STATCC only needs the ratios of the CPIs to calculate the miss ratio
(see Eq. (2)). As long as the CPI model’s predictions for the two applications
are consistent, i.e., the CPI predictions of the two threads are off by the same
factor, STATCC is insensitive to the accuracy of the CPI model. In Section II.5.4
we perform a sensitivity analysis to investigate how the accuracy of STATCC is
effected by inconsistent errors in the CPI model. It shows that an error of 10%, as
achieved by Fedorova et al. [1], is attenuated, and the error of STATCC increases
by only 1%.

Armed with the miss_ratioi(cpi1, cpi2) functions, from Step 2, we can now
write the following equation system, where CPI(·) represents the CPI model,{

cpi1 = CPI (miss_ratio1 (cpi1, cpi2))
cpi2 = CPI (miss_ratio2 (cpi1, cpi2)) .

(3)

This system can be solved for cpi1 and cpi2 with a general purpose equation system
solver, for example a fixed-point method. Finally, to get the shared level cache miss
ratios of the two threads, we plug the cpi1 and cpi2 that we get from solving Eq. (3)
into the miss_ratioi(cpi1, cpi2) functions.

To summarize, The model presented here takes two reuse distance distributions
and predicts their behavior when co-scheduled with a shared cache. It does this by
explicitly modeling the interaction between the CPIs and the miss ratios, and using
that model to predict both. Unlike previous models, this approach does not rely
on aggregate data from a whole application execution, can function with easily
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Table 1: Memory system configuration

Size Associativity Latency
L1 32kB 8 way 1 cycle
L2 2MB 16 way 10 cycles

DRAM 4GB 130 cycles

collected input data, and explicitly models the CPI-miss ratio interaction. This
leads to a simple, fast, and accurate model for predicting co-scheduled miss ratios
and CPIs.

II.5 Evaluation
To evaluate STATCC, we have devised three experiments. The first evaluates the
overall accuracy of STATCC across a variety of co-scheduled applications. The
second examines the error introduced when using more efficiently gathered sparse
reuse distance distributions. And the final experiment studies STATCC’s sensitivity
to errors in the CPI model.

II.5.1 Experimental Setup
For our experiments we use the Simics [14] multi-core system simulator. We run
Simics with two in-order cores and a base_cpi of 1.0, i.e., all non-memory instruc-
tions have a latency of one CPU cycle. For memory instructions, a memory system
simulator is used to simulate cache and DRAM latencies. The memory simulator
models a 32kB, 8-way private L1 data cache with a 64B line size, for each core,
a shared 2MB, 16-way L2 data cache with a 64B line size, and a fixed-latency
DRAM. The access latencies for the L1, L2, and DRAM are 1 cycle, 10 cycles,
and 130 cycles, respectively. The memory simulator forces inclusion in the cache
hierarchy by invalidating cache lines in the L1 cache that are evicted from the L2
cache. We do not simulate instruction caches. The configuration of the memory
system simulator is summarized in Table 1.

The above experimental setup can be described with a simple and accurate CPI
model, which allows us to evaluate STATCC independently from the CPI model.
The CPI model for our experimental setup can be written as follows:

CPIi(L2_mri) = base_cpi+mixi · (1 · L1_hri + 10 · L2_hri + 130 · l2_mri)

where the suffix _mr stands for miss ratio, the suffix _hr stands for hit ratio, the
subscript is the core, and mix is the instruction mix as defined in Eq. (1). The L2
hit ratio is then L2_hri = 1− L1_hri − L2_mri.
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Simulations are fast-forward for 5 billion instructions with the memory timing
simulator turned off, and then run with the memory timing simulator enabled until
one of the co-scheduled applications executes 100 million memory accesses. For
the applications considered here, 100 million memory accesses take approximately
300-400 million instructions.

The STATCC model takes two independent reuse distributions from separate
threads and predicts their CPIs and miss ratios when run together sharing a cache.
To compare this model to the baseline simulation, we need to know which portions
of the applications were co-scheduled during the simulation. We gathered this in-
formation during the simulation and used it to determine which of the indepen-
dently collected reuse distributions should be evaluated together in the STATCC
model. This allows us to fairly compare STATCC’s results to the ground-truth sim-
ulation.

II.5.2 Benchmarks
The benchmarks used for this evaluation consist of 55 pairs of applications from
SPEC CPU2006 that were explicitly selected to stress the STATCC model. To
determine which applications will be sensitive to the resources sharing evaluated
by STATCC we first used StatStack to generate miss ratio curves for all 29 SPEC
CPU2006 applications. Based on this information we made a rough estimate of
how sensitive the applications’ miss ratios were to cache sharing. This was done
by computing the increase of the applications’ miss ratios when their cache size
is reduced from 2MB to 1MB. We then selected the seven applications with the
largest miss ratio increases (Figure 5(a)-5(c)). For example, 471.omnetpp is the
application with the largest miss ratio increase. Its miss ratio increases almost 5%
when its cache allocation is reduced from 2MB to 1MB.

This approach gave us the seven applications that present the greatest challenge
for the cache sharing model as they exhibit the largest change in miss ratio when
they are forced to share the last level cache. For completeness, we added another
three applications to our set of benchmarks for which the difference in miss ratio
at cache sizes of 1MB and 2MB are small. The miss ratio curves for these three
applications are shown in Figure 5(d). From these 10 applications we then gen-
erated all 55 possible pairings and used these to evaluate the StatCC model. This
selection process allowed us to focus on the applications for which cache sharing
effects are most significant.

To validate this selection of benchmarks, Figure 6 shows, for each of the 55
pairs of applications, the relative increase in miss ratio when the application are
co-scheduled with respect to when they run alone. As expected, the applications
with little change in miss ratio between 1MB and 2MB, 456.hmmer, 458.sjeng and
470.lbm, experience a relatively small increase in miss ratio. For 471.omnetpp,
which shows a large increase in miss ratio going from 2MB to 1MB, the miss ratio
increases up to about 1000%, depending on which application it is co-scheduled
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Figure 5: Miss ratio curves for the selected benchmark applications. The applications that
exhibit the largest change in miss ratio when their cache size is reduced from 2MB to 1MB
are shown in 5(a), 5(b), and 5(c). Figure 5(d) shows the miss ratio curves for the selected
benchmarks with little change in miss ratio between 2MB and 1MB.

with. Most importantly, the overall miss ratio increase for the 55 co-schedules is
much larger than that for randomly selected co-schedules, thereby making them
interesting to study because their resulting performance is harder to predict.

II.5.3 Error Computation
STATCC is designed to predict the miss ratio of co-scheduled applications. How-
ever, when evaluating the accuracy of a cache contention model that predicts miss
ratios, we argue, that, when there exists a reasonable CPI model for the architec-
ture in question, CPI should be used when computing the error of the prediction.
The motivation is that the relative miss ratio increase of an application when it
is co-scheduled with other applications compared to running in isolation, is not
tightly correlated with the performance change, or CPI increase. Figure 7 shows a
scatter plot relating relative miss ratio increase to relative CPI increase for the 55
co-scheduled applications. As we can see, the correlation between the two is not
very strong. When the miss ratio of an application with a low miss ratio, say 0.1%,
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Figure 6: Increase in miss ratio when the applications are co-scheduled compared to when
they run alone. Each pair of bars indicate the increase for a pair of co-scheduled applica-
tions. The left bar indicates the increase for the first, and the right bar indicates the increase
for the second application.

is increased to 0.2% when it is co-scheduled with other applications, the relative
miss ratio increase is 100%. However, since the absolute increase of its miss ratio
is only 0.1% and the miss ratio itself is small, the increase in CPI due to the miss
ratio increase is negligible compared to other factors that effect performance. We
therefore use the following equation to compute STATCC errors,

error =
CPI (mr)− CPI (m̂r)

CPI (mr)
(4)

where, mr and m̂r are the reference and the predicted miss ratios, respectively.
Here, the miss ratio is filtered through the CPI model, and the large relative miss
ratio errors for applications with small miss ratios are attenuated. It is only when
the error of the miss ratio prediction would lead to a largely miss-predicted CPI
that the error is large.

Figure 7(b) shows the correlation between the relative increase in CPI and the
absolute increase in miss ratio, for the same scenario as Figure 7(a). In Figure 7(b),
there is a much stronger correlation than in Figure 7(a). Therefore, when it is nec-
essary to report miss ratio errors, for example when no CPI model is available, the
absolute miss ratio should be used rather than the relative.

II.5.4 Results
Experiment 1: In this experiment we evaluate the accuracy of STATCC by com-
paring the predicted results to those obtained from the reference simulation, using
all 55 application pairs. For each application pair, we measure the reuse distances
of all memory accesses for both applications, and feed them to STATCC. That is,
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Figure 7: Scatter plot relating (a) the relative miss ratio increase, and (b) the absolute
miss ratio increase, to the relative increase in CPI, for the co-scheduled applications when
running alone compared to when they are co-scheduled. For each of the 55 pairs of co-
schedule applications, there are two data points shown, one for each application.

we do not sample the reuse distributions. This allows us to evaluate the accuracy
of STATCC without the effects of any errors introduced by sampling.

Table 2 shows the average, median and standard deviation of STATCC’s predic-
tion errors, computed using Eq. (4), for each benchmark application when they are
co-scheduled with all other applications including itself. The bottom row shows the
overall average, median and standard deviation of the prediction errors for both ap-
plications in all 55, which are 1.9%, 0.4% and 3.8% respectively. For the 55 pairs
examined, 90% of the prediction errors are less than 5%. These statistics show
that STATCC accurately predicts the co-scheduled behavior for seven of the most
challenging applications in the SPEC CPU2006 benchmark. The two applications
with the largest average errors are 471.omnetpp and 483.xalancbmk. They are the
two applications whose miss ratios have the greatest potential to change when ex-
periencing capacity pressure in the shared cache (see Section II.5.2), which makes
their miss ratios hard to predict. We will further examine these two applications
later in this section.

Figure 8 shows the modeled and simulated results for each application in the 55
pairs of co-schedules. Figure 8(a) shows the reference vs. predicted miss ratios, and
Figure 8(b) shows the reference vs. predicted CPI. Ideally, all points should be on
a 45◦ line passing through the origin. When a point is above the 45◦ line the model
overestimates, and when the point is below the 45◦ the model underestimates. In
Figure 8(a), there is a cluster of points between 0.6% and 3%, whose relative miss
ratio prediction errors are larger then average. These points correspond to miss
ratios of co-schedules containing 471.omnetpp and 483.xalancbmk, which we have
identified as being the hardest applications to predict. However, Figure 8(b) shows
that when the predicted miss ratios are used to estimate performance, the errors of
the performance predictions are not as significant.
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Table 2: Average, median and standard deviation of STATCC’s prediction errors, com-
puted using Eq. (4), for each benchmark application when they are co-scheduled with all
other applications including themselves.

Average Median Std. Dev.
445.gobmk 0.7% 0.1% 1.4%
447.dealII 0.2% 0.1% 0.1%
450.soplex 0.5% 0.4% 0.3%
456.hmmer 0.5% 0.1% 1.2%
458.sjeng 0.1% 0.1% 0.1%
464.h264ref 1.7% 1.3% 1.4%
470.lbm 0.8% 0.9% 0.5%
471.omnetpp 10.3% 8.3% 6.3%
482.sphinx3 1.4% 1.5% 0.3%
483.xalancbmk 3.3% 0.9% 3.5%
Overall 1.9% 0.4% 3.8%
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Figure 8: Scatter plot showing, (a) predicted vs. simulated co-scheduled miss ratio and (b)
predicted vs. simulated co-scheduled CPI. For each pair of the 55 co-schedules, there are
two data points shown, on for each application.

Figure 9(a) shows the reference and the predicted co-scheduled miss ratios for
all co-schedules contaning 471.omnetpp and
483.xalancbmk, which are the hardest to predict, and whose average prediction
errors are the largest. For each co-schedule there are four bars, with two for each
application. The first of each pair is the simulation results and the second is the
STATCC prediction. For example, consider the application pair of 471.omnetpp
and 483.xalancbmk, which is in the middle of the figure. The leftmost bar indi-
cates the miss ratio of 471.omnetpp when run alone (bottom, dark red portion) and
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Figure 9: Prediction and simulation results for the two most difficult applications, 471.om-
netpp and 483.xalancbmk, for which STATCC’s prediction errors are the largest. There
are four bars for each application pair. The first and third bars are the simulation results
for the first and second applications, respectively. These bars consist of the miss ratio, in
Figure 9(a), and CPI, in Figure 9(b), when run individually (bottom, black) and the delta
when co-scheduled (top, white). The second and fourth bars are the predicted co-scheduled
results from STATCC for the first and second applications, respectively. To evaluate the ac-
curacy of STATCC one should compare the co-scheduled simulation results (first and third
bars), including the increases due to co-scheduling (white), to the STATCC results in the
second and fourth bars, respectively. The change due to co-scheduling (white) is an indi-
cation of how sensitive the application is to other applications running at the same time.

the total height (including the top light green portion) indicates the miss ratio of
471.omnetpp when co-scheduled with 483.xalancbmk. The next bar immediately
to its right is the predicted miss ratio from STATCC. Figure 9(b) shows similar
results for the predicted CPIs as computed from STATCC’s miss ratios.
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As Figure 9(a) shows, the largest miss ratio prediction errors, for both 471.om-
netpp and 483.xalancbmk, are measured when they are co-scheduled together with
applications with low miss ratios. This is likely due StatStack not being able to
accurately estimate the miss ratios for applications with low miss ratios [10]. This
is especially true when their miss ratio curves have knees, as 471.omnetpp has
at a cache size of about 1.7MB (see Figure 5(a)). For example, consider the co-
schedule 471.omnetpp and 447.dealII. 447.dealII has a low miss ratios for cache
sizes between 1MB and 2MB (see Figure 5(c). Applications with low miss ratios
typically only occupy a small portion of the cache when co-scheduled with other
applications. This results in 471.omnetpp’s cache occupancy being close to the
knee in its miss ratio curve, which makes it hard for StatStack to estimate its miss
ratio.

Experiment 2: In this experiment, we evaluate STATCC’s sensitivity to using
sparsely sampled reuse distance distributions. Again, we use the 55 pairs of appli-
cations, but this time we only collect reuse distance information from randomly
sampled memory accesses. Each pair of co-scheduled applications is sampled 32
times, which gives us 32 · 2 · 55 = 3520 sparse reuse distance distributions. We
then feed these distributions to STATCC and compute the errors for the result-
ing predictions. By examining the distributions of these errors, we can quantify
STATCC’s sensitivity to sampling.

Figures 10(a) and 10(b) show the distribution of the errors, computed with
Eq. (4) for sample rates of 10−2 (1 of every 100 memory accesses) and 10−3 (1
of every 1,000 memory accesses), respectively, normalized to their means. For a
sample rate of 10−2, 95% of the errors are within ±1.0%, and for a sample rate of
10−3, 95% of the errors are within ±2.5%. This means that, for a sample rate as
low as 10−3, we can expect the errors to increase no more than 2.5% (on top of the
errors reported in Experiment 1).

Similarly, Figures 10(c) and 10(d) show the distribution of the absolute miss
ratio errors, for sample rates of 10−2 and 10−3, respectively. For a sample rate of
10−2, 97% of the errors are within ±0.1%, and for a sample rate of 10−3, 97% of
the errors are within ±0.25%.

Experiment 3: In this experiment, we evaluate STATCC’s sensitivity to errors
in the CPI model. To do so, we introduce an error in the CPI model by multiplying
it by a factor α, in the following manner:{

cpi1 = α1 · CPI1 (mratio1 (cpi1, cpi2))
cpi2 = α2 · CPI2 (mratio2 (cpi1, cpi2)) .

By solving this equation system for cpi1 and cpi2 and then plugging them into the
miss_ratioi(cpi1, cpi2) functions we obtain miss ratio predictions. By analyzing
the error of these miss ratio predictions as a function of α1 and α2, we can quantify
the miss ratio predictions sensitivity to errors in the CPI model.
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Figure 10: Distribution of the additional errors (on top of the errors reported in Experiment
1) introduced by sparse sampling. 10(a) and 10(b), shows the error distributions, computed
using Eq. (4), for sample rates of 10−2 and 10−3 respectively. 10(c) and 10(d), shows the
distribution of absolute miss ratio errors, for sample rates of 10−2 and 10−3 respectively.

Table 3 shows the average increase in STATCC’s absolute miss ratio error for
relative errors in the CPI model of up to 10%, as reported by Fedorova et al. [1].
The largest increase is observed for α1 = 0.9 and α2 = 1.1 and is 0.08 percentage
points. This means that if the CPI model were to over estimate the CPI by 10%
for one of the co-scheduled applications, and at the same time under estimate the
CPI of the other application by 10%, the error of STATCC’s miss ratio prediction
would increase by 0.08%. However, this absolute error increase is hard to relate to
the 10% relative error introduced to the CPI model. Therefore, we use the method
to compute miss ratio errors discussed in Section II.5.3. Table 3 shows these errors,
where the largest increase in relative CPI error is 1.0%, for α1 = 0.9 and α2 = 1.1,
this corresponds to an average increase from 1.9% to 2.9%.

II.5.5 Overhead and Scalability
In this evaluation we have demonstrated the effectiveness of STATCC for two
co-scheduled applications. The equation system (Eq. (3)) that describes how co-
scheduled applications contend for a shared cache can easily be extended to any
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Table 3: The increase in error due to a 10% error in the CPI model. The right side, shows
the average increase of the absolute miss ratio error, and the left side, shows the average
increase of the relative CPI error.

Absolute Miss Ratio Error Relative CPI Error
HH

HHHHα1

α2 0.9 1.0 1.1
HH

HHHHα1

α2 0.9 1.0 1.1

0.9 - 0.04 0.08 0.9 - 0.4 1.0
1.0 0.02 - 0.03 1.0 0.1 - 0.1
1.1 0.06 0.05 - 1.1 0.6 0.4 -

number of threads. We have successfully solved the equation system for several
combinations of four co-scheduled synthetic applications, which suggests that the
equation system is solvable for more than two co-scheduled applications.

We have used a simple unoptimized fixed-point equation system solver imple-
mented in Python. The time it takes to solve the equation system (Eq. (3)) is on
the order of a few seconds. However, this time can easily be reduced by an order
of magnitude by implementing an optimized solver in a compiled language.

II.6 Summary
This work has presented STATCC, a statistical cache contention model that
uses sparsely collected runtime information to model the cache contention of
co-scheduled applications in terms of their miss ratios. The input to STATCC is a
reuse distance distribution that can be collected with an overhead of only 40% [5]
and independently of the co-scheduled execution. STATCC explicitly models the
interaction between miss ratio and CPI, and leverages the StatStack cache model
and a simple CPI model to efficiently and accurately predict the miss ratio of
co-scheduled applications.

STATCC’s one-time, low-overhead data collection and fast model evaluation
make it well suited for many uses. For example, program cache optimization tar-
geting a shared level cache, long-term cache aware job scheduling and processor
design space exploration can all benefit significantly from fast data collection.

In a multiprogramed environment, STATCC can be used to predict the effective-
ness of cache optimization targeting the shared level cache. Here, the low-overhead
data collection significantly reduces the turnaround of the profile-optimize-test cy-
cle. Long-term job scheduling is another interesting use case for STATCC. For
workloads where new programs are frequently submitted to the job queue and
only resubmitted a few times, the data collection overhead 40% might be hard to
justify. However, for workloads where programs are frequently resubmitted, for
example in HPC cluster, the cost of the data collection can easily be amortized.
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For design space exploration, both the low-overhead data collection and the fast
evaluation time of STATCC allows for larger search spaces.

To further reduce the data collection overhead, we are investigating the use of
hardware debug registers (instead of page protection) to implement the watch-
point mechanism used by the StatCache sampler. This could potentially reduce the
data collection overhead by an order of magnitude. Such a reduction would enable
more uses of STATCC, such as guiding cache contention aware kernel level thread
scheduling.
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Abstract
We present a low-overhead method for accurately measuring application perfor-
mance (CPI) and off-chip bandwidth (GB/s) as a function of its the available shared
cache capacity, on real hardware, with no modifications to the application or oper-
ating system. We accomplish this by co-running a Pirate application that “steals"
cache space with the Target application. By adjusting how much space the Pirate
steals during the Target’s execution, and using hardware performance counters to
record the Target’s performance, we can accurately and efficiently capture perfor-
mance data for the Target application as a function of its available shared cache.
At the same time we use performance counters to monitor the Pirate to ensure that
it is successfully stealing the desired amount of cache.

To evaluate this approach, we show that 1) the cache available to the Target be-
haves as expected, 2) the Pirate steals the desired amount of cache, and 3) the Pirate
does not impact the Target’s performance. As a result, we are able to accurately
measure the Target’s performance while stealing between 0MB and an average of
6.1MB of the 8MB of cache on our Nehalem based test system with an average
measurement overhead of only 5.5%.
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III.1 Introduction
The increasing core count of modern processors has not been met with a corre-
sponding increase in off-chip bandwidth [2]. Instead, modern CMPs have come
to rely on large on-chip caches to reduce off-chip bandwidth demand. As these
resources are typically shared across multiple cores, the amount of each resource
available to an individual core may vary with workload. As application perfor-
mance is believed to be strongly influenced by the available cache and band-
width [2, 11, 17], understanding performance as a function of the available shared
memory system resources is increasingly important for performance analysis.

Our long term goal is to understand the impact of shared memory system re-
sources on the performance and scalability of multithreaded data parallel pro-
grams. For such programs, the similar execution of each thread leads to an equal
distribution of memory resources [7, 10]. This suggests that if we knew how a sin-
gle thread’s performance and off-chip bandwidth demand change as a function of
its shared cache space allocation, we could determine the performance and band-
width demand as a function of the number of threads, and therefore predict how
the application will scale. As a first step towards this goal, this paper presents a
very accurate, low-overhead technique for measuring performance and bandwidth
as a function how much cache space is available to the application.

To be successful, this method must exhibit three key characteristics: accuracy,
efficiency, and simplicity. Accuracy means that we need to reveal the idiosyn-
crasies of the real hardware. As we will show later, details such as hardware
prefetchers and non-standard cache replacement policies have significant impacts
on performance and must be included. Efficiency translates into speed, and is es-
sential to enable us to evaluate real applications with real workloads. If the over-
head of collecting the performance data is too high, then the technique becomes
impractical. And finally, simplicity is important to enable broad use of the tech-
nique. If we rely on non-standard hardware extensions, operating system modi-
fications, or application changes to collect our data, we not only run the risk of
unknowingly impacting the results, but we significantly raise the bar for adoption.
The technique presented here achieves accuracy through the use of real hardware,
efficiency through the use of performance counters, and simplicity by requiring no
operating system or application modifications.

Our approach is simply to measure the performance of a Target application while
it is co-run with a Pirate application that intentionally “steals" space in the shared
cache. To ensure accurate measurements we need to design the Pirate to steal cache
without making excessive use of other shared resources as this can adversely im-
pact the performance of the Target application. Such a Pirate will allow us to eval-
uate the Target’s performance as a function of cache size by varying the amount of
space the Pirate steals and measuring the Target’s resulting performance. Central
to the success of this method is our ability to easily monitor the Pirate while it is
executing to determine if it is stealing as much cache as we expect. With this ca-
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pability we can assure the accuracy of our measurements regardless of the Target
application’s behavior.

The result is the Cache Pirating method which allows us to accurately, and
efficiently, evaluate the performance of an application as a function of its available
shared cache. We demonstrate that we can achieve an average absolute error of
0.2% (compared to reference fetch ratios) with an average measurement overhead
of only 5.5%. Furthermore, this is accomplished running on standard hardware
with no modifications to the Target application or the operating system.

III.2 Background and Motivation
III.2.1 Motivation
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Figure 1: Sample application performance and bandwidth demand as a function of cache
size.

The performance and bandwidth requirement of an application as a function of
cache size are fundamental properties of an application. These properties are criti-
cal for analyzing performance and scaling. Consider, for example, the performance
data shown in Figure 1. Here we see that the application’s performance does not
change as its available cache capacity changes. This implies that running more
instances (or threads) of this application will linearly increase the performance.
Although we expect each thread to receive less cache as the number of threads
is increased, the data clearly indicates that this will not result in a decreased per-
thread performance.

However, if we examine the bandwidth requirement for the application, the sit-
uation changes. From the bandwidth data we clearly see that reducing the avail-
able cache space results in an increase in the bandwidth requirement. That is, for
this application there is a tradeoff between the available cache space and required
bandwidth. The performance curve as a function of cache size is flat because as we
reduce the amount of cache space, the application makes up for it by increasing its
off-chip bandwidth consumption.
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From this information we can analyze the expected performance scaling as we
increase the number of threads or application instances. With each thread consum-
ing an equal portion of the shared cache1, we can determine the expected through-
put by determining the per-thread performance based on the per-thread cache al-
location. Similarly, we can determine the total required bandwidth from the per-
thread bandwidth data. If the total bandwidth requirement is less than the system’s
bandwidth, then we can expect to achieve the predicted performance. However, if
the total required bandwidth is greater than the system’s bandwidth, we can con-
clude that with this number of threads the application is bandwidth-limited, and
will not achieve the expected throughput.

To predict performance on real hardware we need to be able to collect realistic
and accurate data. This implies that we need to be able to collect data fast enough to
measure the performance of applications processing real datasets and that the data
we collect needs to accurately reflect the idiosyncrasies of the target hardware. The
focus of this paper is on how to collect this data accurately, efficiently, and simply.

III.2.2 Simulation
The standard approach for collecting detailed performance data is through simula-
tion. Simulator precision is limited only by the detail with which they model the
targeted hardware. Unfortunately this accuracy comes at the cost of performance.
Detailed simulations typically take orders of magnitude longer than native execu-
tion. To address this, a substantial amount of work has been done to improve sim-
ulation performance [12, 16, 21]. In particular, accuracy and detail can be traded
for performance by the use of analytical performance models [18, 22].

However, for simulation to accurately report performance, the models used to
represent the targeted hardware must be sufficiently detailed to reliably capture the
true behavior of the system. To avoid both this difficulty and the overhead incurred
in simulation, our method measures performance metrics of the target application
while it is executing on real hardware using performance counters, and therefore
captures the true behavior of the hardware with very low overhead.

III.2.3 Miss Ratio Curves
A common approach to understand how the amount of available cache space im-
pacts an application’s performance is to analyze its miss ratio curve (MRC). MRCs
capture an application’s cache miss ratio as a function of the cache space avail-
able to the applications. MRCs can be generated fairly cheaply [9, 6, 8], and have

1The motivation of this work is the study of the performance and scalability of data parallel programs
whose threads executed the same code but working on different parts of the application’s data. For
such applications, the threads equal demand for resources results in a equal distribution of cache
capacity across the threads [7, 10].
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been used in contexts such as cache partitioning [14], off-chip bandwidth parti-
tioning [11] and cache contention modeling [7].
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Figure 2: Miss ratios (left axis) and CPIs (right axis) for two applications as a function of
cache size.

However, while MRCs provide significant insight into the miss ratios and data
locality of applications, they are limited in their ability to predict performance.
Consider the MRCs and CPIs shown for two applications in Figure 2. While
470.lbm’s miss ratio changes by almost a factor of two over the displayed cache
range, its CPI is nearly constant. For 471.omnetpp, however, the CPI curve qual-
itatively follows the miss ratio curve, with a higher miss ratio corresponding in
decreased performance. This data indicate that miss ratio alone is not enough to
analyze the performance impact of reduced cache space due to shared resources.

III.2.4 Understanding Cache Performance Metrics
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Figure 3: Miss ratio and fetch ratio for the
same application.

When evaluating cache performance
it is essential to distinguish between
two categories of events: misses and
fetches. We define fetches as the to-
tal number of cache-lines fetched from
main memory while misses is the
number of cache misses. Fetches and
misses are not always the same. (See
Figure 3.) For example, consider the
impact of hardware prefetchers. When
the prefetchers fetch data from mem-
ory that is later accessed by the pro-
gram, the number of misses is re-
duced, while the number of fetches
stays unchanged. However, if the hard-
ware prefetchers fetch data that is not
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accessed while live in the cache, the total number of fetches is increased while the
number of misses stays the same. This distinction between fetches and misses is
important, since it is the number of misses that dictate how many memory-related
stalls the CPU suffers, while fetches determine the off-chip bandwidth consump-
tion.

In addition to distinguishing between misses and fetches, we also distinguish
between ratios and rates. For example, miss ratio is the number of misses per
executed memory access instruction, and fetch rate is the number of fetches per
cycle. This distinction is important because ratios are a property of the memory
access stream, and do not incorporate specific information about the execution
rate of the hardware, which is needed for performance analysis.

III.3 Cache Pirating
III.3.1 Overview
Cache Pirating is a method that allows us to accurately measure any performance
metric available through hardware performance counters as a function of how
much shared cache space is available to the application. We do this while the
applications is running on real hardware, and therefore account for all effects of
the memory hierarchy, such as non standard replacement policies and hardware
prefetching. The basic idea of Cache Pirating is to control exactly how much shared
cache space is available to the application under measurement (the Target) by co-
running it with a cache-“stealing” application (the Pirate). The Pirate steals cache
from the Target by ensuring that its entire working set is always resident in the
shared cache. This effectively reduces the cache space available to the Target. In-
deed, as long as the Pirate keeps its entire working set in the cache, we know that
the Target has exactly the remainder of the cache space available.

To retain its working set in the cache, the Pirate must actively compete with the
Target for cache space. How successful the Pirate is at stealing cache depends on
the Target and how much it fights back. However, using performance counters we
can readily determine if the Pirate is successful in stealing the requested amount of
cache. When the fetch ratio of the Pirate is zero, we can be sure its entire working
set is resident in the cache, since none of its data is fetched from main memory.
To ensure this, we monitor the fetch ratio of the Pirate while measuring the per-
formance of the Target. If the Pirate’s fetch ratio is above zero, we know that the
Pirate can not maintain its entire working set in the cache, and we discard the mea-
surement. This feedback enables us to ensure the accuracy of our measurements
because we can detect the point at which the Pirate is unable to steal the requested
amount of cache. As alluded to above, for some target applications, it is hard for
the Pirate to steal large amounts of cache, limiting the range of cache sizes that
we can measure. But due to the feedback we receive from monitoring the Pirate’s
fetch ratio, we can detect the point at which this happens.
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(b) 4-way associative cache with the Pirate stealing 1 way.

Figure 4: Evolution of the LRU stack of a true 3-way associative cache vs. a 4-way asso-
ciative cache with the Pirate (P) stealing one way. The contents and relative ordering of the
remaining 3 ways in the 4-way cache are not affected by the Pirate, resulting in a cache
that behaves as the desired true 3-way cache.

III.3.2 The Pirate
For a Pirate application to be successful it must meet the following three objectives:
1) The cache space available to the Target must behave like a real cache of the
intended size. This means that the cache-lines used by the Target have to be evicted
in the same order (determined by the replacement policy) that they would if the
Target was running on a system with a cache of the intended size. 2) The Pirate
has to be capable of keeping large working sets resident in the shared cache. The
larger the working set it can keep resident in the cache, the more cache it can steal
from the Target. 3) The Pirate can not make significant use of any shared resource
other then the shared cache its stealing. Doing so could unintentionally impact the
performance of the Target, which can distort the performance measurements. A
side benefit of keeping the Pirates entire working set in the cache is that it will not
consume shared off-chip bandwidth.

Stealing LRU Cache
We begin our discussion of the Pirate application in the context of (true) LRU
caches. For LRU caches, we can conceptually think of each cache set as being
organized as a finite sized stack, with the most recently used (MRU) cache-line at
the top, and the least recently used (LRU) cache-line at the bottom. On a cache
miss, the LRU cache-line is evicted to make room for the newly fetched cache-line
which is pushed on the top of the stack. On a cache hit, the accessed cache-line is
moved to the top. Figure 4(a) shows from left-to-right how the stack of one set in
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a 3-way associative cache evolves over time with the access pattern shown at the
top. The stack maintains an age ordering of its cache-lines, with the more recently
used cache-lines at the top of the stack. Importantly, it also maintains the relative
age ordering among the cache-lines.

Figure 4(b) shows how the stack evolves for a 4-way associative cache when the
Target is co-running with the Pirate. In this example, the Pirate is configured to
steal one cache-line per cache-set, thereby leaving three cache-lines per set to be
used by the Target. To avoid having its cache-line evicted, the Pirate should access
its cache-line such that it stays as close to the top of the stack as possible. When
the Pirate steals more than one cache-line per set, the most effective way to achieve
this is to always access the “oldest” cache-line. As long as the Pirate does this at a
high enough rate, its cache-lines will not be evicted and its entire working set will
stay resident in the cache. Such an access pattern is easily constructed by accessing
the first word of successive elements in an array, with an element size equal to the
cache-line size, and a total size equal to the desired working set. By using this
access pattern we can maximize the Pirate’s ability to keep a large working set in
the cache.

Now, the question is: In this 4-way associative cache with the Pirate stealing one
cache-line, do the remaining three cache-lines available to the Target behave as a
the equivalent 3-way associative LRU cache would? Comparing Figure 4(a) and
Figure 4(b), we see that this is indeed the case. The stack content and the order of
the cache-lines belonging to the Target are exactly the same in the two figures. This
observation holds true in general, and satisfies our requirement that the remaining
cache space available to the Target behaves as expected.

In summary, the most effective access pattern to achieve the objectives listed
above is a simple linear access pattern. As long as the Pirate’s access rate is high
enough it will retain its entire working set in the cache. However, the more cache-
lines the Pirate tries to steal, the higher its access rate needs to be to avoid having its
cache-lines evicted by the Target. Fortunately, the linear access pattern can easily
be implemented to maximally exploit features such as out of order execution and
hardware prefetchers, allowing the Pirate to achieve the highest possible L3 access
rate.

Stealing Cache in a Nehalem-Based System
Figure 5 shows the MRCs for two micro benchmarks generated using Cache Pi-
rating on our Nehalem-based evaluation system, and reference MRCs generated
using a trace driven LRU cache simulator. On the left (Figure 5(a)) is the MRC
for a micro benchmark that randomly accesses a working set of 8MB. The MRC
generated by Cache Pirating perfectly matches the reference curve down to a cache
size of 1MB. Below 1MB, our measured fetch rate for the Pirate has increased suf-
ficiently that we determine that the Pirate is no longer able to maintain its working
set in the cache, and we can no longer take accurate measurements. To indicate
this we have shaded that region of the graph in gray.
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Figure 5: MRCs for two micro benchmarks that access data in random and sequential
patterns for our Nehalem system. The gray regions show where the Pirate experienced
elevated fetch ratios, indicating that we can not trust its data. Figures 5(a) and 5(b) use
reference curves from an LRU cache simulator while 5(c) uses a Nehalem-specific cache
simulator. (Simulating a pseudo-LRU policy did not improve the results.) For the random
access benchmark the LRU and Nehalem simulators generate identical results, but for the
case of sequential accesses, the a Nehalem-specific simulator must be used to reproduce
the hardware performance.

Figure 5(b) shows the MRCs for a micro benchmark that accesses an array of
8MB with a sequential access pattern. To our surprise, the Cache Pirating curve is
far from the pseudo-LRU reference for cache sizes between 4MB and 8MB, even
though the fetch ratio of the Pirate is virtually zero. Even more disturbingly, the
Cache Pirate data shows an increasing fetch ratio as the cache size increases from
4MB and 6MB. Assuming we can trust the hardware performance counters, we
know that the data from the Cache Pirate is accurate, and because the Pirate had a
zero fetch rate we know its entire working set was in the cache for those measure-
ments. This suggests that the Pirate’s data is correct, and that the discrepancy is
due to some un-modeled behavior in the real hardware. Indeed, we were unable to
explain these results until we contacted the manufacturer [19] and learned that the
Nehalem L3 cache implements a replacement policy similar the clock algorithm
used to approximate LRU for paging in operating systems [20]. When we gener-
ated a reference simulation MRC using this exact algorithm (Figure 5(c)) we found
that it matched the Cache Pirate data perfectly, including the increase in fetch ratio
between 4MB and 8MB. This exemplifies the challenges of modeling real hard-
ware with simulators, and shows both the size and qualitatively misleading results
one can obtain when the wrong simulation parameters are used.

Nehalem L3 Replacement Policy
The replacement policy implemented in the L3 cache of Nehalem works as fol-
lows: For every cache-line the cache maintains an accessed bit. When a cache-line
is accessed, the accessed bit is set. On eviction, the accessed bits are searched,
and the first cache-line found with an unset access bit is evicted. Eventually, the
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accessed bit for all but one of the cache-lines will be set. When this last cache-line
is accessed all accessed bits are cleared except for the one corresponding to the
last cache-line accessed. Note that this replacement policy has two invariants: The
accessed bits are never all set or all unset at the same time.

When the Pirate is co-running with the Target on Nehalem system, the Pirate
needs to have a high enough access frequency to its working set so that its accessed
bits are always set when one of its cache-lines are considered for eviction. As long
as this is the case, the replacement policy will never consider the Pirate’s cache-
lines for eviction. This suggests that the linear access pattern described for LRU
caches is also optimal for the Nehalem cache.

However, the Nehalem cache is sufficiently different from an ideal LRU cache
that the space remaining for the Target application does not behave quite the same
as a “true" Nehalem cache of that size would. This deviation occurs when the
access bits are cleared by the Pirate when accessing one of its cache-lines2. In
this state, the portion of the cache owned by the Target application has no access
bits set, because the only accessed bit that is set is in the Pirate’s portion of the
cache. As noted above, such a situation could not occur in a “true" Nehalem cache,
which means that the replacement policy seen by the Target when running with
the Pirate and that of a “true" cache of the corresponding size are different. We
evaluated this with a “worst-case" Nehalem cache simulator that always clears
all accessed bits when the last cache-line with a unset accessed bit is accessed,
and found that the “worst-case" results differed very little from the “true" results
across our benchmark applications. The negligible impact of this effect can be seen
by examining the accuracy with which the Cache Pirate results match the “true"
simulation results in Section III.4.2.

III.3.3 Enhancements
Dynamic Working Set Adjustment
The simplest way to implement the Pirate is to steal a fixed amount of cache for
each execution. Therefore, to generate a performance curve for 15 cache sizes, one
would re-run the Target together with the Pirate once for each cache size. This
would result in an overhead of at least 15 times the execution time of the Target
alone. However, the actual overhead will be larger as most of the application’s runs
will be with smaller amounts of available cache, and hence most applications will
execute more slowly. Ideally we would like to capture data for all possible cache
sizes from only one execution of the Target.

Capturing data for multiple cache sizes from a single Target run can be achieved
by varying how much the Pirate steals as the Target executes. Figure 6 schemat-

2The state when all the Target’s accessed bits are set does not present a problem. In this state, when the
Target suffers a cache miss, one of the Pirate’s cache-lines will be evicted. As we reject measurements
taken when the Pirate’s fetch ratio is above a threshold (close to zero), we effectively limit the impact
of this.
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Figure 6: Schedule for dynamic working set adjustment of the Pirate while the Target
application executes. During the time between each measurement interval, the application
(Target or Pirate) whose working set size increases is allowed to execute alone to warm up
its new cache space while the other application is suspended.

ically shows how this can be achieved. For each measurement interval the Pirate
steals a constant amount of cache and measures the performance of the Target for
that size. At the end of the measurement interval the results are recorded, and the
process is repeated for the next size, with the Pirate cycling through the full range
of cache sizes to be evaluated in each measurement cycle. For this approach to
work correctly, the full measurement cycle must be evaluated in each significant
program phase.

To obtain accurate measurements when dynamically adjusting the Pirate’s work-
ing set size, it is important to warm up any new cache space after each change
that increases the effective cache size. Therefore, we have to allow the Target to
warmup its cache before entering each measurement cycle. If we did not do this,
we would introduce and measure artificial cold misses for the Target. Similarly, we
have to let the Pirate warm up its cache space each time it increases its working
set. These cache warm ups are achieved by halting the Pirate/Target to allow the
Target/Pirate to bring its working set size into the cache without having to compete
for cache space.

Multithreaded Pirate
The amount of cache the Pirate can steal is limited by its ability to access its work-
ing set fast enough to keep it in the cache while the Target’s attempts to use the
cache at the same time. Therefore, if we can increase the Pirate’s access rate we
can increase the amount of cache it can steal. To do so we parallelized the Pirate by
simply using multiple threads to access disjoint parts of the the Pirate’s working
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set simultaneously. (These threads must of course be pinned to a set of cores such
that they never run on the same core as the Target.)

Multithreading the Pirate has the potential to increase its accesses rate linearly
with the number of threads. However, we must make sure that the Pirate does
not saturate the shared last-level cache bandwidth, as doing so can impact the
execution rate of the Target. This is essential for timing dependent metrics (rates),
such as IPC, but for timing independent metrics (ratios), such as fetch ratio, this
is typically not an issue. Importantly, we can determine whether increasing the
number of Pirate threads will impact the Target by examining its execution rate for
small Pirate sizes. (See Section III.4.4.) This allows us to dynamically determine
the number of threads we can use to maximize the Pirate’s ability to steal cache
without impacting the Target’s execution rate on a per-Target basis.

III.3.4 Summary
For both the general LRU/pseudo-LRU and hardware-specific Nehalem replace-
ment policies, the most effective access pattern for keeping the Pirates working set
in the cache is a simple strided pattern. With this pattern, as long as the Pirate’s ac-
cess rate is high enough it will keep its entire working set in the cache. This allows
us to easily compute the cache space available to the Target. But most importantly,
we have shown the following: 1) When the fetch ratio (measured with performance
counters) is zero, the Pirate’s entire working set is resident in the cache; and 2) The
cache space made available to the Target behaves like a cache with the intended
replacement policy; and 3) By adjusting the number of Pirate threads we can ad-
just the amount of shared-cache bandwidth the Pirate consumes. Combined, these
give us a tool with which we can measure any application performance metric(s)
available through performance counters as a function of cache space.

III.4 Evaluation
To evaluate the Cache Pirating method we must look at the following: 1) Does the
cache available to the Target behaves sufficiently similarly to a real cache of that
size? For this, we use a trace-driven cache simulator to generate fetch ratio curves,
and compare them to the fetch ratio curves captured using Cache Pirating. The
similarity of these curves indicates that the cache space available to the Target be-
haves as a real cache of the intended size. 2) How much cache the Pirate can steal?
For this, we rely on the observation that when the Pirate’s fetch ratio is zero, its
entire working set must be resident in the cache. This allows us to detect how much
cache the Pirate can steal with different numbers of threads. 3) How many threads
can the Pirate use before its L3 bandwidth impacts execution rate the Target? To
increase the Pirate’s accesses rate we use a multithreaded Pirate (Section III.3.3).
However, doing so risks saturating the L3 bandwidth, which can adversely affect
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the performance of the Target. To evaluate this we measure how much the Target’s
CPI increases when the number of Pirate threads is increased. 4) Can we generate
results for multiple cache sizes from one run by varying the Pirate’s working set
size as the Target executes? In order to evaluate this, we first run the Target to com-
pletion with the Pirate stealing a fixed amount of cache for each Target execution.
We can then compare this to the results obtained from varying the Pirate’s working
size while the Target executes.

III.4.1 Experimental Setup
We have implemented Cache Pirating with both dynamic working set adjustment
(Section III.3.3) and a multithreaded Pirate (Section III.3.3). We have added an
additional feature that allows us to attach to a running Target process and start and
stop the Pirate at specific Target instruction addresses. This latter feature is used
to collect data for reference simulation comparison. For benchmark applications,
we use all 28 SPEC CPU2006 applications (except for 416.gamess that we could
not run on our system), unless noted otherwise. We also examined the Cigar [1]
application as it has a distinctive jump in its fetch ratio curve at 6MB.

We run all experiments on a quad-core Intel Nehalem E5520 running Linux
2.6.32 configured with large pages. Our kernel is patched with the perfctr-2.6.41
patch [15] to expose the OFF_CORE_RSP_0 performance counter that we need to
count per-core L3 events, such as misses and fetches. We need per-core events to
measure L3 events for the Target and the Pirate threads individually. This approach
can be easily adopted to the Perfevents used in recent main-line Linux kernels as
soon as support for the per-core L3 events is exposed.

III.4.2 Does the Cache Behave as Expected?
Assuming we can trust the hardware performance counters, we know that the data
we collect for the Target are accurate measurements of the application’s behavior
with the Pirate running. However, to show that this data correctly reflects the be-
havior of the system with a cache of the size we are trying to evaluate, we need
to investigate whether the cache available to the Target behaves as expected. To
do so, we compare the shared cache fetch ratio, as captured using the Pirate, to
that generated from an address trace-driven cache hierarchy simulator. The shared
cache fetch ratio is a good metric for such a comparison because it directly reflects
the behavior of the cache, including replacement policies and capacity, while being
less sensitive to the hardware prefetchers than miss ratio (see Section III.2.4). We
can therefore use these reference results from the simulated cache to reliably assess
whether the real cache available to Target application is behaving as expected.
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Reference Cache Simulator
To generate our reference fetch ratio curves, we first capture addresses traces using
the Pin [3] dynamic instrumentation framework, and then run them through a cache
simulator that models the Nehalem cache hierarchy to the best of our knowledge
(see Table 1). To speed up the reference generation we analyze the time profiles of
the applications using Gprof [13] and identify the code responsible for the largest
fraction of the applications’ execution times. We then configure our simulator to
start tracing when the applications enter their hot code segments, and capture traces
of approximately one billion memory accesses. Contrary to the standard approach
of fast forwarding a fixed number of instructions for all applications, this approach
ensures that our traces capture relevant parts of the applications’ executions. When
capturing Cache Pirate data, we make sure to attach and detach the Pirate at the
exact same instructions at which we started and stopped tracing to ensure a fair
comparison.3

Cache Pirating captures data on real hardware. To make a fair comparison, our
reference cache simulator therefore has to model the exact behavior of the hard-
ware. As the manufacturer of our evaluation system has not disclosed all the de-
tails of its hardware prefetchers, we can not accurately model them in our cache
simulator. Instead, we disabled as much hardware prefetching as we could on our
evaluation system when capturing Cache Pirating data for this experiment. We
then calibrated our cache simulator using performance counters (with no cache
stealing) to measure the baseline fetch ratio of our benchmark applications. This
provided us with a reference fetch ratio, which was used to offset the the fetch
ratio curves generated by the cache simulator to match the reference point. This
corrects for cold start effects introduced by our simulation methodology and for
the prefetchers that we were unable to disable.

Table 1: Nehalem Cache Hierarchy

L1 Cache 32K, 8–way set associative, private,
pseudo-LRU, write allocate, writeback

L2 Cache 256K, 8–way set associative, private,
pseudo-LRU, write allocate, writeback,
non-inclusive

L3 Cache 8M, 16–way set associative, shared,
Nehalem replacement policy,
write allocate, writeback, inclusive

3We were unable to instrument the 6 Fortran only SPEC benchmarks to enable the address starting
and stoping required for our reference simulation, and therefore do not include them in our reference
comparison.
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Figure 7: Cache Pirating and reference fetch ratio curves for the benchmarks with the
smallest (left), median (middle) and largest (right) errors. The gray regions shows where
the Pirate’s fetch ratio reached above a threshold (of 1%) which indicates that the Pirate
was unable to steal the desired amount of cache. As can be seen, the chosen threshold is
quite conservative for many of the benchmarks.

Results
Figure 7 shows the reference and captured fetch ratio curves for the most in-

teresting 12 of the 20 simulated benchmarks. (The remaining benchmarks either
show similar behavior or have very low miss ratios to begin with. They are shown
in Appendix III.A.1, Figure A.1.) The graphs are arranged from smallest error (left
column) to largest error (right column). The shaded regions indicate the cache sizes
for which the Pirate’s fetch ratio was greater than 1%. At this point the Pirate can
no longer retain its working set in the cache, and we can not trust the measured
data. The fetch ratio threshold of 1% was chosen empirically and is further dis-
cussed in Section III.4.3. Across all 20 benchmarks the average and maximum ab-
solute fetch ratio errors were 0.24% and 2.66%, respectively. The data from Cigar
(lower-right) clearly displays the expected shape and indicates the 6MB working
size. Indeed, in all cases, the Cache Pirate data correctly reflects the behavior of
the application with the intended cache size, and for most the accuracy is excellent.
Even in the case of the worst benchmark, 403.gcc, the Pirate data shows the correct
trend across the full range. This demonstrates that the cache available to the Target
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does indeed behave like a cache of the intended size and that the Cache Pirating
method accurately captures the fetch ratio curves of the benchmark applications.
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Figure 8: Absolute and relative fetch ratio errors.

To evaluate the errors more carefully, we present both absolute and relative fetch
ratio errors in Figure 8. These errors are computed as the average absolute/relative
difference between the Pirate and simulator fetch ratio curves across all cache sizes
for which the Pirate has a < 1.0% fetch ratio. It has been previously argued [7] that
relative errors in fetch ratios can be misleading for applications with low overall
fetch ratios, and this data bears that out. The benchmark 453.povray has the largest
relative error of 235% despite having an absolute error of only 0.01%. This is due
to it having an overall fetch ratio of essentially zero (see Figure 7), which causes
the relative error calculation to blow up.

III.4.3 How Much Cache Can We Steal?
We can determine when the Pirate can no longer steal the amount of cache re-
quested by measuring when its fetch ratio increases above zero. At this point the
Pirate is unable to keep its entire working set in the cache and we therefore know
that the Target is not seeing the desired effective cache size. However, if we are
less strict, we can actually use the Pirate’s fetch ratio to put bounds on the amount
of cache being stolen. For example, if the Pirate’s fetch ratio is 5%, then in the
worst case the Pirate has 95% of its working set resident in the cache, and in the
best case 100%. This allows us to bound the error in effective cache size as a func-
tion of the Pirate’s measured fetch ratio. In practice we use a threshold of 1% to
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Figure 9: Maximum cache space the Pirate could steal for each application, ignoring the
performance impact on the Target of running multiple Pirate threads.

determine if the Pirate is unable to steal a given amount of cache, which puts our
results between 99% and 100% of the reported cache size.4

For the experiments presented here, we empirically chose a threshold of a 1%
fetch ratio to consider the Pirate unable to maintain its working set in the cache.
This number was chosen by examining a variety of benchmarks and noting that
shortly after passing 1% the fetch ratio for the Pirate often went up very sharply.
On average, with a fetch ratio threshold of 1%, the Pirate can steal 6.4MB of cache
with one thread, and 6.9MB with two, or 80% and 86% of the 8MB of total cache,
respectively. (See Figure 9.) (Note that these results were collected with the Pirate
not varying its size dynamically, and are therefore not necessarily the same as the
gray zones shown Figure 7.) One of the most difficult application for the Pirate to
steal cache from is 462.libquantum due to its streaming access pattern. This pattern
is both prefetcher-friendly, which increases its fetch rate, and contains little reuse,
which thrashes the cache. Yet despite this, the Pirate able to steal 69% of the cache
and obtain accurate performance measurements.

III.4.4 How Many Pirate Threads?
Multithreading the Pirate allows us to increase the Pirate’s access rate to the shared
L3 cache, and thereby potentially increase the amount of cache it can steal. How-
ever, doing so also increases the Pirate’s use of the shared L3 bandwidth, which can
adversely impact the execution rate of the Target. We therefore need a method to
determine how many Pirate threads we can execute without impacting the Target’s
execution rate.

4The maximum off-chip bandwidth consumption of the Pirate with a 1% fetch ratio is 0.3GB/s, which
we consider small enough to not impact the Target performance.
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To determine the maximum number of Pirate threads, we first have the Pirate
steal 0.5MB of cache with one thread. If it is able to successfully steal this much
cache, we increase the number of Pirate threads while we measure the Target’s
CPI. We then examine the Target’s CPI to see if it increased as we increased the
number of Pirate threads. If it did, then we clearly know that we can not increase
the number of Pirate threads without impacting the Target’s execution rate. How-
ever, if the Target’s CPI did not increase as we increased the number of Pirate
threads, then we can safely run that many Pirate threads at all smaller Target cache
sizes.

The reason for this is that as the Pirate steals more cache, the Target gets less
cache space, its execution rate decreases (or stays the same), and its L3 bandwidth
consumption therefore decreases (or stays the same). Furthermore, the L3 band-
width consumed by the Pirate is the same no matter how much cache it steals.
Therefore, if the bandwidth demand of the Target can be satisfied when the Pirate
steals a small amount of cache it must also be satisfied when the Pirate steals more
cache, as the Target’s bandwidth demand is lower. This allows us to use the method
described above to dynamically determine the maximum number of Pirate threads
we can run on a per-target basis.

However, for this method to work we first need to verify that the Pirate does not
impact the Target’s execution rate with one thread. To investigate this we identified
10 SPEC benchmarks whose fetch ratio does not increase when their cache space is
reduced by a small amount (in this case 0.5MB). For these benchmarks, we expect
the CPI stay unchanged when their cache space is reduced. We then used the Pirate
to steal 0.5MB of cache from these applications and compared the measured CPI
to that when the applications run alone (using the whole L3 cache). The average
and maximum relative difference were 0.2% and 0.6% respectively. This indicates
that the Pirate can indeed use at least one thread without impacting the execution
rate of these applications.5

Using these criteria we were able to run 14 of the 28 SPEC benchmarks with
two threads without impacting their execution rate. Considering how many threads
the Pirate can use for each application the average amount of cache it can steal is
6.14MB, or 77% of the total cache capacity. The results presented in this paper
were collected using the maximum number of Pirate threads we could run without
impacting Target performance.

5We also evaluated the maximum number of Pirate threads we could execute by measuring the Pi-
rate’s L3 bandwidth. We found that when running 1, 2, 3, and 4 Pirate threads, each thread was able
to achieve an L3 bandwidth of 28.7, 28.4, 22.8, and 17.0GB/s, respectively. This demonstrates that
two Pirate threads do not saturate the L3 bandwidth, while three do. Since three Pirate threads and
no Target saturate the L3 bandwidth, we can not use more than two Pirate threads without affecting
the Target’s performance.
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III.4.5 Dynamically Varying the Pirate Size
Dynamically varying how much cache the Pirate steals while the Target is running
allows us to capture data for the full range of cache sizes from a single execution
of the Target. To evaluate the effectiveness of this approach, we collected reference
data by running the Pirate and Target to completion once for each cache size, and
compared it to measurements taken while dynamically adjusting the Pirate’s work-
ing set size. All measurement were done with the Pirate running the maximum
number of threads determined using the algorithm described in Section III.4.4.

Table 2: Average and maximum execution time overhead and relative CPI error.

With Gcc Without Gcc
Measurement Avg./Max Avg./Max. Avg./Max.
Interval Size Overhead (%) Error (%) Error (%)

10M 6.6 / 18 0.7 / 2.4 0.6 / 1.6
100M 5.5 / 17 0.5 / 3.1 0.3 / 1.0
1B 5.1 / 13 1.9 / 23 0.8 / 3.5

To evaluate the tradeoff between accuracy and overhead we evaluated measure-
ment intervals of size 10M, 100M, and 1B executed Target instructions (see Figure
6). In all cases data was collected for 15 different cache sizes, ranging from 8MB
to 0.5MB in 0.5MB increments The resulting execution time overheads and errors
are presented in Table 2. For these three measurement intervals, the average in-
crease in execution time over running the Target alone was 6.6%, 5.5% and 5.1%,
respectively. This overhead is clearly low enough to analyze the complete execu-
tions of real applications.

The accuracy varied with measurement interval size, with 100M executed Target
instructions giving the most accurate measurements. Across all benchmarks, the
average relative CPI error was 0.5%, with a maximum error of 3.1%. Across all
interval sizes, 403.gcc had the largest errors of 2.4%, 3.1% and 23%, respectively.
The reason for 403.gcc’s large error is that its many small phases are not accu-
rately captured with large measurement intervals. Decreasing the interval size to
10M decreases 403.gcc’s error to 2.4%, for an average error across all benchmarks
of 0.7%, and an average overhead of 6.6%. This demonstrates that dynamically
varying the Pirate’s size can reduce the overhead from 1500% for 15 cache sizes
to 5.5% with only a 0.5% relative increase in CPI error.

A further reduction in overhead could be accomplished by running the Pirate in a
sampling mode where it waits for a random amount of time between measurement
cycles. As long as the the sampling covers all phases of the application fairly,
this would allow accurate data collection with a further reduction of the overhead.
Such approaches have been used to speed up simulation [16] and stack distance
collection [6]. However, we have not implemented this approach.
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Figure 10: Performance (CPI), bandwidth requirements (BW) in GB/s, and fetch/miss ra-
tios (F/M) for several benchmarks. This data was collected with hardware prefetching en-
abled.

III.5 Results
The results of applying the Cache Pirating method to collect performance (CPI),
bandwidth (GB/s), miss ratios and fetch ratios for several benchmarks are shown
in Figure 10. (Graphs for more benchmarks are shown in Appendix III.A.2,
Figure A.2 and A.3.) As can be seen from the data, these applications span a
wide range, with off-chip bandwidth varying from 5.0GB/s (462.libquantum) to
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0.01GB/s (401.bzip), CPI from 3.5 (429.mcf) to 0.7 (462.libquantum), and miss
ratios from 10% (429.mcf) to 0.009% (454.calculix).

For most of the benchmarks, the CPI curves are relatively flat as the cache size
is decreased, despite noticeable increases in miss ratio. The reason for this can be
clearly seen by examining the off-chip bandwidth consumption. As the cache size
is reduced, the bandwidth increases to compensate. How successful an application
is in compensating for decreased cache size with increased bandwidth depends on
its sensitivity to long-latency memory operations and how effectively it can utilize
the hardware prefetchers.

For example, 435.gromacs, has a constant CPI down to 1MB of cache, but its
miss ratio and bandwidth increase by a factor of nearly 10×. However, its fetch
ratio and miss ratio are nearly identical, indicating no prefetching. This suggests
that the application is relatively insensitive to the increased memory latency it sees
when its miss ratio increases from 0.01% to 0.1%.

482.sphinx3 behaves quite differently from 435.gromacs. As its cache size is de-
creased its CPI increases by 50%, while its miss ratio and bandwidth increase by a
factor of 20×. The fetch ratio and miss ratio curves are slightly different indicating
that there is a small amount of prefetching. However, the significant performance
decrease despite the increased bandwidth indicates that the benchmark is more
sensitive to increased memory latency.
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Figure 11: Performance data for 470.lbm
with hardware prefetching disabled. (Fetch
ratio and miss ratio are identical.)

470.lbm shows an 8× difference be-
tween its fetch and miss ratios, indicat-
ing 8 prefetch memory access for every
demand access. However, the relative
increase in miss ratio is still roughly
2×. This indicates that 470.lbm is also
relatively insensitive to the increased
latency. The data in Figure 11 show
the performance of 470.lbm with hard-
ware prefetching disabled. Disabling
hardware prefetching reduces band-
width by a third and increases CPI at
all cache sizes. Furthermore, the CPI
is now no longer constant with vary-
ing cache size, clearly showing that
prefetching was helping to compen-
sate for the reduced cache space. This
demonstrates that 470.lbm not only
heavily leverages hardware prefetch-
ing, but also heavily benefits from it.

This data shows that on real systems most applications are not overly sensitive to
decreasing cache capacity because they can compensate with increased bandwidth.
However, this requires that the memory system provides sufficient aggregate band-
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width for all cores sharing the cache. With the bandwidth data we can collect, we
can estimate the aggregate bandwidth demand and predict when it will reach the
system’s bandwidth limit. This relationship between available cache size and off-
chip bandwidth makes it clear that it is essential to take into account the impact on
bandwidth when examining the effect of sharing cache capacity.

III.6 Related Work
The most closely related work to Cache Pirating is that of Xu et al. [4, 24]. As
in Cache Pirating, they use a stress application (called Stressmark) to steal cache
from a co-run target application. But unlike our approach of controlling the stress
application to ensure that it keeps its working set resident in the cache, they infer
the how much cache their stress application from an analysis of its known MRC.
This approach incurs two measurement problems avoided by Cache Pirating. First,
by allowing the stress application to experience a fetch ratio they consume off-chip
bandwidth, which can adversely affect the performance of the target application.
Second, the miss ratio of the stress application is determined by its interaction with
the target application’s cache footprint. As this behavior varies during execution,
they are only able to determine the average cache utilization for a given execu-
tion. This presents a problem for applications where varying phases have distinct
cache behavior as the minimum and maximum cache used by the target application
could vary significantly from the average. Unfortunately they do not present suffi-
cient evaluation of their approach to determine if this is significant. Cache Pirating
avoids both of these issues by carefully controlling and monitoring how much of
the cache is taken by the pirate application to ensure that we do not consume off-
chip bandwidth and that we accurately know how much cache is available to the
target application.

To test the impact of allowing Xu’s Stressmark application to consume off-chip
memory bandwidth, we implemented it exactly as described in the paper. We set
the Stressmark application to steal 4MB of cache from the sequential access micro
benchmark used in Section III.3.2. The Stressmark saturated the off-chip band-
width, and thereby increased the measured CPI of the target 37% over that mea-
sured with Cache Pirating. This impact on the Target’s CPI due to the Stressmark’s
off-chip bandwidth usage indicates that it is not possible to reliably measure ex-
ecution rate dependent metrics (such as CPI) on our Nehalem system using this
approach.

Doucette and Fedorova [5] co-run a set of micro benchmarks, called base vec-
tors, with a Target application to measure how the Target reacts to the base vectors,
and how the base vectors react to the Target. They evaluate their method on a Ul-
traSPARC T1, with base vector application’s stealing the following resources: L1
data cache capacity, L1 instruction cache capacity, L2 cache capacity and FPU cy-
cles. In the context of this paper, the most interesting base vector is the L2 base
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vector. This base vector sequentially access a fixed size working set whose size
to the L2 cache size. (The L1 instruction and data base vectors are similar.) This
is different from Cache Pirating that sweeps a range of working set sizes. Fur-
thermore, they do not relate the working set size of the base vector to the cache
capacity available to the Target, instead they interpret the slow down of the Target,
as a single cache sensitivity measure, and the slowdown of the base vector as an
single intensity measure.

Cakarevic et al. [23] use a similar set of micro benchmarks as Doucette and
Fedorova to characterize the shared hardware resource in UltraSPARC T2. They
co-run their micro benchmarks, stressing different shared resources, and investi-
gate how the micro benchmarks impact each other. This allows them to identify
and characterize the critical shared hardware resources. Contrary to Cache Pirat-
ing, they do not characterize the behavior of applications.

III.7 Conclusion
We have show that the Cache Pirating technique allows us to accurately measure
the Target application’s performance and bandwidth demand as a function of its
available shared cache space. By multi-threading the Pirate and dynamically vary-
ing its working set size as the Target runs, we are able to steal on average 6.1MB of
the shared cache with an average overhead of 16%, without impacting the Target’s
measured performance. All of this is done without requiring special hardware or
modifications to the Target application or operating system. This demonstrates that
the Cache Pirating technique is a viable and accurate method for measuring any
combination of hardware performance counter statistics for the Target application
as a function of its available shared cache space.

Cache Pirating has enabled us collect performance data for real applications run-
ning on real hardware. The results show that as the available cache size is decreased
most application’s bandwidth increases to compensate, resulting in relatively flat
performance curves. To better understand this bandwidth increase, we can examine
the fetch and miss ratio curves we to determine how much of it is due to hardware
prefetchers. The ability to collect and visualize this data is an important first step
towards enabling us to analyze the performance scaling effects of shared resources
in the memory system. Future work is to evaluate the accuracy of this approach for
scalability analysis and extend the method to measure performance in the presence
of limited off-chip bandwidth. Beyond scaling analysis, we are excited to see what
can be done with the myriad of other performance counters available on modern
systems, and hope to make this tool available to others shortly.
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III.A Appendix
III.A.1 Simulation Results
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Figure A.1: Cache Pirating and reference fetch ratio curves for the remaining benchmarks.
See Figure 7 for further discussion.

III.A.2 Pirate results
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Figure A.2: Performance (CPI), bandwidth requirements (BW) in GB/s, and fetch/miss
ratios (F/M) for several benchmarks. This data was collected with hardware prefetching
enabled.
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Figure A.3: Performance (CPI), bandwidth requirements (BW) in GB/s, and fetch/miss
ratios (F/M) for several benchmarks. This data was collected with hardware prefetching
enabled.
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